


No,~ •••Modern Homes can be Equipped with an
Elevator without increasing Building Cost

By including a SHEPARD Automatic Elevator in
the plans of this horne, one stairway was elim-

inated, and it was possible to reduce the size of the
foundation and roof, thereby reducing the cubage of
the house without decreasing the r-oom areas or af-
fecting the arrangement. These savings more than
paid for the installation of the elevator.

SHEPARD designs and builds finest elevators for
homes, apartments, office buildings, hotels, etc., in-
cluding the HomeLIFiT, the automatic h0111eelevator
that operates f'rom ordinary electric light circuit.
Easy to install, economical to operate, require little
attention to maintain, Each year, more and more
h0111c owners are enjoying the convenience that
SHEP ARD Elevators provide.

Complete details on request .

The Shepard Elevator Company
Colerain Avenue Cincinnati, Ohio

For Your Convenience ...
We Offer Yon Complete Banking
Facilities to Fill Your Every Bank-
ing Need-at OUf

CLIFTON HEIGHTS OFFICE
Clifton and McMillan, Hughes Corner

THE WESTERN BANK
& TRUST CO.

Other Offices

Twelfth and Vine Sts.
Paddock and California, Bond Hill

M ember Federal Reserve System

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Established 1875

Machines bearing the CINCINNATI t.rade-mark
have, for over 55 years, been a prominent factor
in contributing to the profitable operation of in-
dustrial plants throughout the world. You will
find them in automobile plants, aircraft factories,
oil well equipment shops, mines, glass factories,
shoe machine shops, railroad shops, and hundreds
of others. Perhaps the industry you select for
your life work can benefit directly or indirectly
through the use of machines bearing the CIN-
CINN ATI trade-mark,

~ Milling, Grinding, Broaching, Lapping. Cut-
~ ter Sharpening and Die-Sinking Machines

THE CINCINNATI MILLING MACHINE CO.
CINCINNATI GRINDERS INCORPORATED

CINCINNATI, OHIO, U. S. A.

...~~-~-~~ - ,
Plans for above home including the Shepard Automatic Elevator.

~~ ~~---

~-:..~

These plans show larger foundation and roof for the same room
areas, if elevator were not used.
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THE KING OF THE TETONS

Grand Teton, towering maiestically above
Lake Jenny in Teton National Park, Wyom-
ing, stands guard over the abrupt and
rugged crest of this mountain range.

--Photograph by Martin Littmann, Ch.E. '41



EDUCATION AND: 'PREPAREDNESS'
Dr. R. c. t?o~dy

WE are not at war-perhaps it would be safer to do, but here were the heads of industries' who
to say, if we are not at war,-we are not wanted, first of all, as many well trained grad-

quite at peace. uates as they could get, and who' felt that present
Individual reactions to our disturbed state vary programs could not be shortened or compressed

from casual and occasional concern to continuous to any advantage. This report further indicated
hysteria. Fortunately the extremes are relatively that special courses might be very effective in
few, for at this stage of emergency inaction and certain cases where readjustment is necessary
irrational haste can be equally disastrous to the but that, insofar as possible, such training should
individual or to the nation. 'not interfere with industrial organization and

On June 13 Commissioner Studebaker called production. This University is fortunate in being
for conference in the Office of Education at able to provide special training in the Evening
Washington representatives from some fifteen en- College, and an increase of nearly 20ro over last
gineering colleges and from the Army and the year in the engineering and technical courses in-
Navy. It was the purpose of this meeting to dicates that this opportunity is being brought
discuss what should and could be done for the into use automatically ..
national defense by educational institutions at These developments alone mig-ht not have been
the college level. This group accepted, as being convincing had there not been some additional
too obvious for discussion, that regular college support. About the middle of July Dean A. A.
programs should continue normally. These men Potter, of the College of Eng'ineering at Purdue
after careful consideration but without contro- University, acting as Consultant in Engineering
versial argument recommended that colleges, par- Education for the United States Office of Educa-
ticularly those located in industrial districts, tion, began a study of the status of training for
should try to determine the industrial require- national defense by engineering schools. On Sep-
ments for special education, with a view to sup- tember 3 Dean Potter issued a report from, the
plying intensive courses, not to replace regular Federal Security Agency which summarized his
college training, but to refresh or to supplement findings in three items, quoted as follows:
previous training to meet the new distribuotion. of 1. "Do not interrupt engineering programs
demand, and that each college make examination (graduate or undergraduate) leading to
of its personnel and equipment to determine fields degrees."
in which it could afford special f'acilrties. These 2 "D t d th ddto .' 0 0 no spee up e un ergra ua e pro-
conclusions were not reached on the baSIS of any f t d b 1· 0 ti to 0 0 grams 0 s u y y e imma ing presen re-
surveys or investigations-s-for those present had 0 t f . - deere "
b bl d h t to dOth t quiremen s or an engmeerrng egree - . ·een assem e on s or no Ice an WI ou spe- " .... .
if t f th biect t b dis ssed 3. Those institutions which have special fa-.Cl c announcemen 0 e su jec S 0 e 1 CU ...

b t th It f ··0 d iudgment of cilities may be requested by the Government- u were e resu 0 oprm n an J ... •
- d Jn ed to d d btless stIOII to offer intensive courses In certain spe-men experIence In e uca Ion an ou . 0 '. • •

beri th h to diti f 1917 18 cialized fields on the engrneermg schoolremem ermg e c ao IC COI11 Ions 0 -. I I "
Following the suggestion of this conference the eve . · .

members of the Department of Co-ordination of And finally there is the provision in the draft
this College made a survey of the co-operating legislation permitting college students to defer
industries. The co-ordinators were not informed service until the completion of the current
of the recommendations of the conference but academic year.
were asked to find out what the companies be- This all adds up to two simple conclusions:
lieved should be done by the colleges to provide That the defense of the nation requires men of
the trained personnel necessary to carry out the trained ability; that the time spent in train-
defense program. ing is more than compensated by' the increase

After several weeks, during which' many ern- in future service.
ployers had been interviewed, the results of this This is not a policy of inaction in emergency
investigation were incorporated in a report which but a plan for directed effort, and a program
the Co-ordination Department felt was disap- equally necessary in normal times. A nation im-
pointingly unsensat-ional. In an emergency it is proves only as each individual develops to the
rather a' 'satisfaction to find something special best of his ability and opportunity.
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BLAZING NEW TRAILS IN TRAINING
Calvin E. Bardes, Ch.E. '23

Art Educational Adviser for the Civilian Conservation Corps at London, Ohio, Mr.

Bardes is in a strategic position to direct the future of the many boys who came under

his supervision. Different branches of his educational program are explained in this article.

CREATED in 1933 to fill a particular need for Corps designed to meet certain very natural ten-
the purpose of temporary employment, the dencies, interests, needs, and problems of the age

Civilian Conservation Corps has come to meet a group from 17 to 23 years. Digressing some-
somewhat permanent condition. There had been what, recollect that a boy in his late 'teens, for
a need for some agency to absorb a certain type the most part, enjoys a rugged, virile life, has a
of youth long before the depression. Even in spirit of adventure, is undergoing a complete
boom times there existed a gap between school social metamorphosis, is assuming a new life
days and permanent industrial employment. In philosophy and, in short, is very much at one of
the cases of many youths, the transition was life's important crossroads. In many instances,
bridged by the pursuit of higher learning, some his town is not large enough to contain him, the
blind-alley jobs, and all too infrequently, appren- existing horizons are too close, and the home ties
ticeships. But there was still the great annual are too weak.
crop of "quituates" who had lost interest in school Up to this time, there was little reason for
and who were still unqualified to take a respon- Johnnie to worry about the "potatoes" which dad
sible job in the industrial world. Due to the lack always provided for him. There was little need
of jobs and of money to go to school, a vast num- of concern for the future, since the provident
her of depression boys were also caught in the parents took care of that. Now, along comes the
doldrum. girl friend. The picture changes, but for five or

In the depression years of '30 and '31 one had ten years hence there still is a haze on the hori-
to but watch a freight train go by to learn that a zona The glamour of puppy love is wrecked by
serious problem was on our hands. Everyone, the stark realities of life. The fact that a vast
no doubt, has seen a hundred or more hoboes majority of the enrollees have no idea concerning
clinging to the cars from engine to caboose, a vocational preference attests that the adjustment
large portion of them being in the age group period is still quite far removed.
between 17 and 23 years.

The idea of labor camps was not new to this OBJECTIVES GRATIFYING
country or to foreign countries. California had The Civilian Conservation Corps is presenting
many camps on a state-wide basis. There new frontiers in social reforms and in education,
were 'many local projects distributed elsewhere and is blazing new trails in training. Many of
throughout the country. Since the World War, the orthodox procedures are in the discard and.
the "Arbeitdienst" (Labor Service) in Germany radical deviations are being condoned. The end
has been an important factor in national German result is what matters. At this time a state of
life. perfection is not to be announced, but unexpected

Exploitation and disregard for our natural re- objectives which are being attained on the in-
sources have been carried on at an alarming rate, fiuence on some 2V2 million young men since the
while concurrently the matter of surplus avail- inception of the Corps are highly gratifying.
able labor was another problem. To tie both The entire set-up of the Corps is designed to
problems together seemed to be the answer to "make men more employable" (quoting Con-
both. Although the conservation of the forests gressional Records). Accordingly, the entire pro-
was the primary interest, the conservation of cedure is bent to that end.
human resources is now attracting more atten- Although a relief status is not required for
tion and is beginning to assume the major con- admission, the county relief officer is usually
sideration in the conservation tie-up. designated as the local selecting agent. He sends

Just as the Boy Scout program is built around a quota every three months, either to a designated
the needs and interests of a certain age group, camp in his own state, or to a state processing
so is the program of the Civilian Conservation center where the selectees are examined, clothed,

/
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and organized into groups to be sent to the effort in learning "How to Live." Camp publi-
western work projects. cations, photography, and shop work are some of

Upon arrival at the camp, an enrollee is sub- _ the interests, provided to meet this need. Leader-
jected to the usual preliminaries and finds him- ship, foremanship, safety, and first aid are re-
self in an orientation program, which is valuable quired of some of them because of their ranks and
not only in terms of camp life, but in life gen- responsibilities. As in industry, learning how to do
erally. He meets the commanding officer and his the job, provides for additional on-the-job studies.
staff, the work project superintendent and his During the men's leisure, or- off-the-job time,
staff, and the educational adviser. Since the direct and related subjects of a vocational nature
commanding officer carries the responsibility for are offered.
all camp activities, he looks to his educational Since the educational program in the cee is
adviser for the conduct of the educational pro- said to be voluntary, attendance in most of the
gram and most of the welfare and personnel work. subjects is brought about through salesmanship

From the very start, an effort is made to im-
press not only the enrollees, but the staff and the
public at large, that education is being inter-
preted in its broadest sense and that in addition
to an 120-foot building devoted to educational
purposes, every building in camp is a place to
learn something. Also, not a certain period, but
all of the waking hours are, in a sense, class
periods.

Though encumbered with a high-sounding title,
the office of the educational adviser is the sum
total of dean of men, coordinator, teacher, and
confidante. The educational adviser is on a
civilian status and no bars on his shoulders act
to interfere with his quite informal means of
procedure.

There are certain resources in a camp that can
be coordinated to supply the staff of instructors. Mr. Bardes teaches his classes on an informal basis.

These are frequently supplemented by outside
teachers, cooperative agree.ments ,:ith local on the part of the educational adviser and the
schools, and W. P. A. educational projects, other members of the staff, and through certain

The educational activities fall into several persuasion, inducements, and considerations. To
categories. Since the enrolled personnel ranges those who do avail themselves to betterment, are
in academic accomplishments from functional awarded rating which carry, besides prestige, $36
illiterates to college men, a wide variety of in- or $45 monthly pay allowance instead of the
terests must be met. In the academic field two usual $30.
main objectives are borne in mind: First, to re-
move as nearly as possible basic deficiencies in VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE PROGRAM
reading, writing, and arithmetic, and secondly,
to strive to aid men in meeting certain require- Since the organization is dedicated to "making
ments which will enable them to advance a grade men more employable," the immediate question
or to meet the standards for high school gradua- arises, ... "At what?"
tion. There are a number of W. P. A.-subsidized This question calls for a vocational guidance
universities (such as the University of North program. The brief time that men are in the
Dakota) which offer very good correspondence camps does not allow a complete testing procedure,
courses. but a series of elementary academic tests serves

In the vocational field, many of the subjects to provide the educational adviser with data which
normally present themselves in the course of the is valuable in the man's counseling and guidance,
work project, and are offered as the on-the-job to aid in planning the enrollee's educational pro-
training program. Other opportunities for voca- gram while at camp, and to aid in placing him
tional subjects are arranged as occasions demand. in some camp job so that he and the project
The avocational and hobby activities are not neg- will benefit by good placement. Occasionally a
lected, but become important factors in the great non-language test is administered to determine
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whether the enrollee lacks the innate capacity "How to Become an Aeronautical Engineer in
or has been deprived of the opportunity of at- Ten Easy Lessons," or something equally as ri-
taining a certain academic level. This would be diculous, blazons the pages of the pulp magazines,
an excellent field in which to carryon achieve- and even radio fills the air with ideas that their
ment and aptitude tests. course make engineering a "push-over." That por-

There are various work projects undertaken tion of the personnel with inadequate backgrounds
by the camps involving forestry, grazing im- must be tactfully informed that to become a good
provements, soil conservation, and state and "grease-monkey" would be to attain a high degree
national park development. In addition to the jobs of success in the flying industry.

Educational Advisers in the eee have raised
the question, "If a young man has had three to
six months experience in, say, concrete construc-
tion, has attended night classes on the subject,
and can pass a reasonable examination, it appears
that he has accomplished, both educationally and
vocationally, as much as if he had pursued one
of the industrial arts courses in high school."

To this the State Department of Education has
said, "Yes-for every young man who can meet
the requirements, we will acknowledge the attain-
ment in terms of high school credits which are
to be transcribed to the records in his home high
school." It is possible to attain eight credits in
this manner. By meeting the requirements
through class work, correspondence, or local co-

W k . t h the . . d f t operating schools, many of the men are availing
or projec s, suc as IS one, give experience an u ure . • •

insurance for jobs. themselves of the opportunities. Last June, quite
a number of them were granted leaves of absence
from camp to attend and to participate in the

directly applicable to the work, each camp offers graduation exercises with the classes from which
a host of opportunities in many other lines. There they had "quituated."
are clerks, cooks, maintenance men, and first
aid.ers who are .also needed in the work. The VISUAL INSTRUCTION
writer had occasion to serve as one of the collab-
orators of a "GeC Dictionary of Occupations," The work projects serve admirably in the
in cooperation with The United States Employ- learning-by-doing type of instruction, In addition,
ment Service. In this work are listed some 1500 considerable stress is being placed on the visual
jobs which are more or less connected with the instruction methods by means of movies (every
eec. These jobs were listed from a group of camp being provided with sound movie equip-
18,000 tabulated by the Department of Labor. merit}, strip films, slides, and opaque projectors.

In the course of interviewing, it is learned that .At the London, Ohio camp, the writer is- using-
only a rather small portion of the enrollees have visual means to present vocational mformation
a fairly definite idea. of their future occupational by means of an industrial museum where exhibits
engagements. To them must be given encourage- are changed periodically.
ment in either returning to school for further When the time comes for a man to leave camp
training, or in making industrial connections. at the expiration of the term of his enrollment,
Incidentally, an honorable discharge is immedi- which is from six months up to two years, he
ately obtainable by any enrollee who presents has aided his family to the extent of $22 per
satisfactory evidence that he is returning. to month in cash, or if supports no dependents, he
school or that he has a job. But as mentioned has that money on deposit, has acquired work
before, a group of ninety per cent must be led into habits of industrial value, has developed a safety-
studying their own interests and aptitudes and consciousness, has mastered some skills, has
learning of some of the features of industry and gained experience in personal adjustments, has
the how-to-get-a-job technique. enjoyed a good time, has seen the country, has

It is almost tragic to observe what havoc in improved his health, and, in short, has justified
terms of disillusionment the high-pressure, high- the expenditure of his Uncle Sam by returning' to
power advertising has done to some young men. his .community a. better citizen.
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WHY GO TO COLLEGE?
Prof. C. A. Joerqer

Head, Department of Mechanical Engineering

In these unse+tled times, college students should stop and think of the reasons why they are spend-
ing their time in school. Prof. Joerger brings out some of the intangible values of college life.

THIS August many boys about to enter college promote thinking by students. One student stated
asked me to discuss their case with them. it quite bluntly when he said, "How can I learn

Often parents callan me to discuss the case of to think when I am compelled to listen to a lecture
their son's going to college. In all cases a gen- crammed into me by a youngster without experi-
eral discussion soon develops on the subject of ence. I expect to be taught by men whose knowl-
why one should go to college? Particularly, why edge is thorough and who are capable of inspiring
go to the College of Engineering and Commerce? me." A great deal depends on the nature of the

The reasons generally given for going to col- course. I attempt to give some courses in which
lege are: to prepare oneself better for life; to discussion is possible, courses in which a student
learn how to think; to know how to appreciate might begin in the class by expressing a hasty or
and enjoy art, literature and music; to under- unconsidered opinion, but a question or two would
stand the world in which we live. That is all reveal the fact that his opinion was unsound and
true, but the boys desiring to take the mechanical would not stand simple examination. After sev-
engineering course and their parents have a more eral experiences of this kind, the student would
direct and realistic reason for going to college: not dare to have an opinion except one which he
they are going to college so as to be better pre- would fight for against my attack or the attack
pared to take their place in industry and to carry of members of the class. This should develop the
on, or as one boy put it "to get a better start." habit of thinking. At least it teaches him to with-
In other words they are interested in jobs. hold judgment until he thinks all the evidence is

In the College of Engineering and Commerce in before he forms his opinion.
this matter of jobs is taken up before graduation This individual thinking is illustrated in the
rather than after. graduation because of the na- following case. The president of one of our in-
ture of our cooperative course. We recognize that dustries made an appointment to bring a gentle-
there is no substitute for experience. We rec- man to my officeto show and to explain a machine
ognize also that an apprenticeship must be served the man had designed; if I recommended it as
before one is prepared to accept opportunity for sound, it would be manufactured by the concern .
.responsible jobs. Hence the earlier the appren- I called in one of the seniors to listen to the dis-

·,tines-hip is begun the better. It is well to point out cussion. The gentleman showed us about eight
that a boy must approach his job in the humble large blueprints of detailed drawings, some let-
spirit of one that has everything to learn. He ters of patent grants, some letters of recom-
must work hard and faithfully in climbing the mendation, and a diploma from som-e European
lower rungs of the ladder to success and power. institution. All this plus a persuasive lecture for
The College of Engineering and Commerce rec- a couple of hours was supposed to convince us.
ognizes the importance of the job. The student asked many pertinent questions. The

In. the College of Engineering and Commerce gentlemen left, and turning to the student I asked
the student is taught how to use the tools of his him what he thought of it. He looked at me with
profession. That is one of the objectives. One a gleam in his eye and stated emphatically that
often thinks of the tools of his profession as being the thing would not work, that the designer was
mathematics, physics, machine design, accounting, trying to get more energy out of the machine than
etc., and forgets that there are other equally im- he was putting in, that is, he was going contrary
portant tools, such as the ability to think, the to the law of conservation of energy. I agreed
ability to express oneself both orally and in writ- with him and told him to take the drawings the
ing, and the ability to get along with people and next day to the President of the concern inter-
handle people. ested and to give, him our verdict. The boy told

The colleges are supposed to teach students how me that the designer argued with him the whole
to think for themselves. This is not an easy mat- afternoon but to no avail; the verdict stood. The
ter, and colleges are not doing all they should to president of the concern not being a technical
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man, took the case to a consulting engineer only cussed and a definition was worked out. It was
to receive the same report, for which he paid a agreed that it was an excellent experience and
handsome fee. I suppose he did not like the idea that the meaning of the words and terms dis-
of a student in the case. The student did a splen- cussed would long be remembered as each person
did job; he thought the thing through and noth- had been forced to think out a definition rather
ing could shake him from his opinion. than look up and memorize a ready-made one.

It was a fine experience for him. Some students A problem the student in college should give
think that they are. thinking and learning how to a great deal of attention to is the problem of
think only when they are working out numerical human relations. To-day, as never before, that
problems. They think they have a fine analytical is .a vital factor in Engineering. Every graduate
mind when they can get the correct results to visiting me last summer made that a strong point
mathematical problems. However, there is just in discussing important problems to study. One
as much thinking required of a person studying graduate put it this way, "I think 90 per cent of
history, accounting, art, or anything else. Some- my work consists in getting along with my bosses,
times a very simple thing is baffling. I recall the getting along with the men that work for me,
case of a new machine that had been developed getting the men to get along with each other, and
and was ready for the market when the general getting the men to do their job well." He stated
manager asked what color it should be painted. that things that were of great value to him in
I did not have the slightest idea nor did I think college but which at the time he thought were in-
the matter very important. The general manager, significant and not particularly pleasing were
however, stated it was important since the com- first the fact that he had to work with laborers
pany was convinced that changing the color on on his coop job, and second that he took part in
another machine had increased sales 15 per cent. activities. He made a great point of the value of
Hence there had to be an answer, but it was up his job as chairman of the committee in charge
to someone acquainted with the conditions and of the mechanical engineering exhibit 011 coop day.
factors involved in the case to think through to He was required to organize the students that
an answer. I could only make a guess. This case were to handle the exhibit, and he had to inter-
simply shows that it is very important to have view officers of various concerns in order to bor-
the facts in order to think, that without facts row equipment. It was important, he stated, be-
there can be no thinking. Opportunities to think cause it was the first time he was called upon to
always surround a student if he will but make direct and to organize people and events and to
use of them. interview people in order to make a deal. Courses

EXPRESSION IMPORTANT in human relations are now given in colleges, and
The ability to express oneself both orally and they are extremely important. It is important

in writing is an important tool. College attempts however to gain experience, and that is accom-
to develop this tool in students. Students in gen- plished by taking full advantage of the coop job
eral, however, make no great effort to develop it and by participation in student activities. 'I'he
because they do not think it important enough. student is surrounded with opportunities if he
That is why most engineers express themselves will but take advantage of them.
poorly. The student does not make any great It is not necessary for all persons to go to col-
effort to make clear mental images of what he is lege. If their mental capacity is not sufficient to
talking about, and he does not make any great digest the intellectual fare handed out by the
effort to have clear concepts. He accepts ready- college, they should stay away. There is no dis-
made expressions or opinions, he learns by rote. grace in this. There is enough dignity and reward
At a recent gathering of about a dozen engineers in any occupation today to make it unnecessary
I was discussing this point; to drive it home I for a person to go to college if he is not fitted to
asked everyone to take a piece of paper and write do so.
down their concept or definition in one clear In conclusion, I wish to say that as one grows
sentence of each of ten words or terms with older, he learns that the satisfactions in life are
which every Engineer is very familiar. The ten few. In general they are: to have a happy mar-
words were: eccentric, crank, piston, mechanical riage; to do your job well and enjoy it; to enjoy
work, angle, mechanism, machine, temperature the companionship and mental stimulation of a
and energy. After all had finished and the papers few friends; to be receptive to the wisdom of the
were examined, it was agreed by all that by no ages; to enjoy music and art or, in general, to be
possible standard of grading would anyone have a cultured man. Going to college may help toward
received 50 percent. Each term was then dis- the attaining of some of these satisfactions.
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GO WEST, YOUNG MAN
John P. Meyer. Ch.E. 141

Travel .•. magic word! Here we have a report from several chemical

engineers who "packed up their troubles" and set out for the West. Three

weeks of "roughing it" brought them an infinite amount of pleasure.

EVERY college student dreams of travelling just · be a secluded spot anywhere. Just outside of
for the fun of seeing things. After looking at Sioux City, Iowa, we found a small hill on the

Dean Gowdy's' colored movies of the West, we de- edge of a farm and camped there for the night.
cided to make a tour of the Western parks. In What confusion, putting up the cots with only
order to cover the most territory for the least the headlights and flashlights for illumination.
expense, we took a tent, four cots, blankets, a We were all too tired to fool with the tent.
cook stove, and utensils with us. Even the lowly TUESDAY,AUGUST6
dishpan rated a place in the car. At 4 :00 A. M. we were all freezing and CDV-

The Sunday after school closed, Reverend and ered with dew. When the Pastor turned on the
Martin Littmann, Donald Rindsberg, and I left headlights, we could see a cloud of steam rising
in Littmann's car. Don and Martin, being camera up from our blankets. Just outside of Sioux
fiends, were appointed the photographers of the Falls, South Dakota, we found a little school
trip. The Pastor, or Padre, as we called Reverend house which served for our breakfast spot. The
Littmann, was appointed navigator and I was en- land here in eastern South Dakota is very rich.
trusted with the log of the trip. The reader should Here we saw beautiful farms and well-kept
prepare himself for a tortuous unwinding of the houses. At Chamberlain, we stopped at Fischer's
tale, which follows in short sentences and with a Cafe, which had been recommended to us by
general violation of the sacred rules of grammar. Professor Surbaugh. Across the Missouri River,
SUNDAY,AUGUST4. it seemed like we were entering an entirely dif-

Packing all our things in the car was a terrible ferent country. The homes are unpainted, the
job. Suitcases were everywhere. There was so farms are uncultivated, many houses are even
much in the back seat that three of us had to ride deserted. We all looked forward to seeing the
in front. Indianapolis looked very familiar. Illi- first tourist attraction of the trip-the Bad Lands.
nois is so flat that one can see for miles; all of the The wind across these prairies makes it hard to
land seems to be in cultivation. Mrs. Littmann's keep the car on the road. Grasshoppers cover
sandwiches made an inviting supper. Arrived at the road. In the distance we could see the Bad
Urbana and stayed at the Alpha Chi Sigma house. Lands. Just couldn't imagine that suddenly the
After meeting the fellows, we tramped allover prairies change from a smooth-rolling table into
the university of Illinois campus. This is surely a vast eroded Bad Lands, The colors are amazing
a large place. -reds of every shade, yellows, gray. The surface
MONDAY,AUGUST5 of the hills is very loose-breaks off at every step.

Oh, how I hate to get up in the morning! Pack- No wonder the U. S. engineers said this country
ing was still a trouble. We were all so sleepy that was too difficult ever to survey.
the Pastor said he'd drive until we reached a The ranger said that we could camp here but
good place to fix breakfast. Bought some milk in that we should beware of rattlesnakes. After the
a small town. After all Dr. Greene's preaching tent was pitched, the cots set up, and supper
about pasteurized milk, we had to be satisfied with started, Don, Martin, and I decided to strike out
raw milk ... bacteria or no bacteria. in different directions to do a little exploring. We

Martin insisted on taking a picture of the heard a commotion and a shout, and there was
Mississippi River while we were crossing the Don racing out of a canyon, a big jack rabbit in
bridge ,; traffic just had to wait. The dome of the front of him. Its speed was amazing, one could
capitol at Des Moines is gold-plated. Twenty never catch such an animal. I wonder how any-
miles from the service station at Carroll, Martin thing can live here-absolutely no vegetation, no
discovered he had left his glasses, so we had to water. The gophers had homes near our camp;
reverse directions. Luckily they were still on the they must get their food somewhere.
window-sill where he had left them. WEDNESDAY,AUGUST7

Then to find a camping spot. Didn't seem to Last night's sleep was wonderful. Not too cold,
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thank goodness, and not too warm. After eating struck. Flat tire! After changing it we decided
breakfast we continued into the Bad Lands. to have the tire fixed in Lead while we ate. But
Thought we had seen everything, but yesterday our misfortune continued. Miles from Lead,
was only a sample. The road winds through the South Dakota, we again had a flat. No spare.
hills givinz new thrills every mile. This is a para- Luck was with us. The only service station with-
dise for colored pictures. Don and Martin were in miles, was only a quarter of a mile down the
in their glory with the cameras. We were con- road. In Lead we went through the Homestake
tinually halting to take just one more picture. Mine, the largest gold mine in the country. About
We stopped at Rapid City for supplies; then we three gold bricks are produced every week .
.beaded into the beautiful Black Hills. Don decided to take a short cut to Gillette,

Who hasn't heard of Mount Rushmore, where Wyoming, so we drove through Spearfish Canyon.
the heads of Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln and Rugged cliffs tower over the left side of the road,
Teddy Roosevelt are being carved. This was the while a mountain creek rushes madly by on the
thirteenth summer for the vast undertaking, right. These sights really make us appreciate
which is still uncompleted. Since the sculptor, this good U. S. A. At Gillette we couldn't find a
Bergum, was in Washington trying to get more camping space, so we had to pay fifty cents to
money, there was no work being done. The steps pitch our tent. The hot showers were more than
up the side of the hill don't look so very steep. worth the price.
Thought we'd climb them even though it cost us FRIDAY,AUGUST9
25c apiece. The six-hundred foot climb was After buying supplies in Sheridan, we decided
steeper than we thought. Of course we all had to eat in the park. The only table we could find
to stand on Washington's head. The view is was near the monkey cage. People seemed to
marvelous. Could see the tree-covered mountains watch us more than the monkeys. On to the
for miles, and even the Bad Lands, forty miles Rockies now! This very desolate country is nat-
away "as the crow flies." Horse Thief Lake urally an Indian Reservation. From Red Lodge
looked inviting, so we camped for the night. What we drove over the new mountain road which is

rapidly becoming one of the most famous in the
country. It rises 6000 feet in a short distance,
and is so graded that we could climb in high gear.
When we reached the snow line, we hopped out
and started to throw snow balls at each other.
(Of course the picture we took here has been
lost). The vast expanse viewed from 10,942 feet
over-awed us. The varied colored rocks, the tall
pines, beautiful sunsets and glimmering lakes are
beyond a poet's description.

It was very windy, for a storm was brewing.
We hurried to pitch our tent. The rain started to
come down; the wind made it difficult to put up
the tent. Such rushing you never saw. It was
too wet to cook much that night. After the rain
stopped the Pastor built a campfire. The silvery,

Breakfast a la schoolhouse steps. moon, the stars, the campfire-no girls, shucks!
The temperature in the car on the prairie of

a thrill to jump into a cool mountain lake! This Wyoming was 104, while an hour later in the
is really vacationland. The Pastor enjoyed it as mountains it was 60.
much as any of us. SATURDAY,AUGUST10
THURSDAY,AUGUST8 We all just about froze last night. Tempera-

It was very cold during the night, but Don and ture went down to 40. The sun was very hot this
I took a short swim in the lake. It really made morning, although the temperature was 53. Don
our blood tingle. After breakfast, we drove to felt ambitious this morning so he fried the pota-
Sylvan Lake. This country is a paradise where toes. The storekeeper at Beartooth Lake said the
the gray rocks contrasting with the blue waters temperature never gets above 70 and is usually
and dark green trees create a striking beauty in 30 in the morning. These mountains are imp ass-
simplicity. able until June. On our way into Yellowstone we

When we left the mountains, our first ill luck saw an antelope near the road. Thirty miles into
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the park we saw a few of the famous bears. They concentrated in one spot. Beautiful mountain
wandered along the road like it belonged only to streams rush through the valleys between the
them. Don saw a moose off to our right, while huge forests of trees. Cascades and rapids give
Martin pointed out a herd of buffalo. Stopped at the water a brilliant white color alternating with
Artist Point to look at the Falls. They are much a dark green. A book could be written on the
higher, although narrower, than Niagara. The beautiful sights to be seen at these different geyser
gorge is very colorful. After pitching our tent at
the camping grounds at Monmouth, the headquar-
ters in Yellowstone, we drove over to see the col-
ored movies shown by the Park Rangers. (Every
night ill the National Parks evening programs are
presented by the Park Rangers.) The Pastor
jokingly said we should put our milk just outside
the tent so if the bears came we wouldn't be both-
ered with them in the tent.
SUNDAY, AUGUST 11

We were awakened by the Pastor yelling at a
bear to get away from our milk. All excited, we
kept still for a while. We could hear the bear sip
a little, then snort and sip again. Don counted
to three and then we all yelled at the bear. Don't
laugh, for we scared the bear away. This morn-
ing we discovered that several bears had raided
the camp last night. They raided the icebox of
one party and pulled off the covers of some fellows
who were sleeping in the open; one man woke up
to see a bear staring him in the face. After going
to church, we looked over the hot springs at Mon-
mouth. Following dinner, we got into the car,
munching candy. A bear started toward the car,
so we wound up the windows to keep the smell in
the car. The bear stood up on his haunches,
leaned against the front door, and politely opened
the door. When he started to reach in after the
candy Martin threw some out the door and Don
slammed the door. All these stories of bears claw-
ing people came to our minds in a thundering
parade.

We passed a hill of solid black glass. Of course
Martin had to have his sample of rock. Every-
where we stopped he collected rocks. There are so
many strange sights in this park that they are
too numerous to mention. The hot lakes are
everywhere. Only in Iceland and New Zealand
can geysers be seen, but they do not even compare
with Yellowstone's. At Norris Geyser Basin we
walked between the various geysers. One vent is
giving off boiling water at 2500 F. The vents are
every color from green to yellow, green, orange,
pink, gray, and white, with the pools a delicate
blue. This basin is surrounded by a vast forest
of evergreen trees, and presents one big gargling
sound.

At the next point of interest we saw the Paint
Pot, a bed of boiling mud. Traveling along the
road, one wonders how so much beauty can be
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Headed for the top of Lady Mountain.

basins. At Middle Geyser Basin, 'we saw Pris-
matic Lake, a large deep-blue lake, the edge of
which changes from orange to yellow in the shal-
low water, to green, to light blue and then finally
to deep blue. These colors seem more fantastic
than real.

At Old Faithful we camped for the night. Don
and I met a couple of girls from University of
Minnesota, while the Pastor and Martin went
over to see the Old Faithful spout. Met Martin's
cousin who is one of the "savages" working here
for the summer. What a lingo these university
students ("savages") have! "Pearl diver" for
dish-washer, "hasher" for cook, "gear-jammer"
for truck driver, "pillow puncher" for chamber
maid, "heaver" for waitress. There was a big
forest fire over in the Shoshone Mountains eight
miles from here. We could see the smoke but not
the flames. The moon was an intense red. Lis-
tened to organ music in the hotel. Really a ritzy
spot.
MONDAY, AUGUST 12.

For a change the Pastor let us sleep late. What-
a grand feeling! This morning we took a swim
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in an indoor pool of geyser water. Met a couple gorgeous spot. We entered the Canyon by driving
of girls from Texas on the sun roof. After lunch through a long tunnel carved in rock. On one
we drove along Lewis River Canyon. Could still side a rolling plateau-on the other a valley beau-
see smoke from Shoshone forest fire. When we tiful beyond description.
entered the Teton National Forest we saw an- Don, Martin, and I went to the dance at the
other forest fire. Rang-ers told us that there were Lodge in the evening. Nearly all the girls, most
twelve different fires in this section. of whom work here, are Mormons. Everyone

The Tetons are the most rugged and abrupt mixes well. No formalities out here.
mountains I've ever seen. The name is French ,FRIDAY,AUGUST16.
and means "pinnacle or tower." After pitching Packed our knapsack and set out to climb Lady
our tent and eating in the Teton Park, we at- Mountain. The trail is well marked and a cable
tended the evening program, sang cowboy songs, is placed where the climb is almost vertical. Took
and listened to a lecture, illustrated by colored us three hours to get to the top. If we had known
movies of flowers found in the Tetons. This re- the task ahead we probably would have never
minded us of Dr. Brand's (Head, Mathematics attempted it. The mountain is over a half-mile
Department) beautiful pictures of mountain above the floor of the valley. The view from the
flowers. After the program we walked down to top was gorgeous. We could see the flat top of
Jenny Lake. The mountain tops were reflected in the Great White Throne, of which a full page
the silvery moonlight. What a place for romance! color picture was shown in "Life." Signed our
TUESDAY,AUGUST13. names in the book provided at the top of the

Packed our tent and cots and then started on a mountain.
nature trail. Rode across the lake in a motor boat After we came down we took a dip in an ice-
and climbed into the Tetons. Grand place to spend cold pool, which took some of the weariness from
a summer. The Rangers who give the lectures are our bones. Don and I went to the minstrel show
called the "ninety day wonders." They teach put on by the "savages." The young workers are
botany in winter and then work in the parks in hired with a view to their musical ability. Had
the summer. Drove south toward Salt Lake City to stop on the road several times to allow deer to
through a very desolate section. No homes, fences, cross. They pay no attention whatsoever to
poles, and only an occasional automobile. Camped people.
in a national forest just north of Salt Lake City. SATURDAY,AUGUST17.
WEDNESDAY,AUGUST14. Passed through Kaibob Forest this morning,

Drove into Salt Lake City. First big town we've and on emerging we could see the huge Vermillion
been in since Des Moines. Went swimming in Cliffs. This area is the Navajo Indian Reserva-
Salt Lake. Can swim with feet in air and float tion. The Indians live in small mud huts on land
in a sitting position. Salt water hurts the eyes which won't grow anything but sagebrush. The
and tastes terrible. ~ ent to the daily organ con- Painted Desert is no desert, but is a vast bad
cert in the Tabernacle. Reputed to be the best lands of various pastel shades. Entered Grand
organ in the world. Over three thousand people Canyon Park and stopped at Desert View. From
attended, nearly all tourists. All the streets in the here we could see the Navajo Mountains, over
town are 132 feet wide. Imagine downtown Cin- 100 miles in the distance.
cinnati with streets three times as wide as they After camping at the auto grounds, we ate and
are now. went to the evening program at Lodge. The room

Stopped at Coppertown to see largest open-cut was crowded, so we' had to stand. After the lights
copper mine in the world. Just a vast hole in the went on, I found I was standing alongside Harry
ground with railroad tracks everywhere. Camped Davis (Graduate student in Chemistry). He told
at Prova, Utah, for the night. us he had gone 500 miles out of his way to see
THURSDAY,AUGUST15. Yosemite Falls, to find not even a trickle of water

Drove, to Bryce Canyon. Took trail down into coming over the- Falls.
bottom of canyon. Trail drops about 800 feet. SUNDAY,AUGUST18.
The ground seems very much like that of the Had to get up at 5 o'clock to go to church.
Bad Lands of South Dakota. The rocks here are Looked at the Canyon at sunrise; it is entirely
a more intense red. different in evening-bright red in morning, pur-

From Bryce to Zion. Here the rocks are very ple in evening. Martin and the Padre decided to
solid, whereas the ground at Bryce is very soft take the trail down into the Canyon. About an
and, porous. The Canyon is carved out by the hour after they left, a torrential rain came down.
Angel River between two solid walls. This is a (Continued on page 30)
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FURFURAL, THE FARMER'S GIFT TO INDUSTRY
Daniel Sinqer, Ch.E. 143

Farm wastes are now being converted into a new important mereriel-e-furfure]. This

versatile compound is bidding strongly for acceptance into many American industries.

HAVE you ever stopped to think that most of long and eight feet in diameter. At the beginning
the farmer's crop is without value? To grow of the six-to-eight-hour run, the charge of 5000

a few ears of corn or an equal volume of wheat, pounds of hulls, 1500 pounds of water, and 100
he must also grow bushels of useless stalks and pounds of concentrated sulfuric acid enters
leaves. Yet, in spite of all this waste, the farms through a manhole in the side of the digester.
of this country every year raise more food than Steam blasts through at sixty pounds per square
we can eat. How much greater, then, must be the inch and sweeps out furfural as it is formed.
surplus of straw, leaves, stalks, and hulls that When the vapors cool furfural condenses first
accompanies this monster food crop! Since the because it has a higher boiling point than water.
farmer now derives no profit from the inedible Any water which happens to condense with the
part of his crop, any use which science may find furfural separates into a lighter layer, since the
for the waste would be a veritable gift to the two fluids are immiscible. A vacuum distillation
farmer and to industry. The problem is all the of the furfural layer yields a commercial grade
more tempting because all plants manufacture 98-99% pure. Further distillation produces an
compounds which are difficult or impossible to almost perfectly pure product.
make in the laboratory. With all his skill and
knowledge, the chemist cannot make so much
as an ounce of cellulose, yet every plant knows
the secret and manufactures it from the simple
materials of the air and soil. So it is with many
compounds. From piles of otherwise useless hulls
the chemist's ingenuity has enabled us to make
a solvent of great value to the oil refining indus-
try, a base for beautiful plastics, an effective
fungicide. The name of this versatile product is
furfural, a chemical of unique properties.

Furfural (C5H~02)is a heavy, oily liquid having
both an aldehyde and a ring structure; that
is, it has a dual personality. Its boiling point is
160.5° C., quite high for a compound so active;
it is stable at even higher temperatures. Furfural
acts as a solvent for aromatic hydrocarbons, but
it is almost immiscible with water.

The actual extraction of furfural from waste
plant material is a simple matter. The raw ma-
terial is usually oat hulls, but other good sources
are corncobs, rice, sunflower, cottonseed hulls,
bagasse, peanut shells, wheat, barley, rye, and
flax straw. The plant material first is ground up
and digested with sulfuric acid under steam pres-
sure. The vapors emerge into a condenser where
liquid furfural separates from the water as a
heavier layer. The Quaker Oats Company,
America's largest producers of furfural, manu-
factures it as a by-product of their oat-meal mills
in Cedar Rapids, Iowa. The reaction takes place
in rotating cylindrical digesters, each 12 feet
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An ingenious cycle: furfural is obtained from oats and is then
used to refine the oil that the tractor consumes in cutting

the oats crop.

Most furfural finds its way either to oil refin-
eries or to plastic factories. Smaller amounts are
used in fungicides, lacquer, and rosin.

The use of furfural in oil refineries depends on
its selective solvent action. Crude oil contains
aromatic hydrocarbons which are undesirable be-
cause they decompose and form sludge. Furfural
dissolves the objectionable compounds but does
not mix with the rest of the oil; the process is
remarkably convenient and efficient. The unre-
fined oil .isrpumped into the bottom of a stone-
packed tower, while furfural enters at the top.
The oil and furfural run in opposite directions,
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pure oil emerging from the top, and furfural con- as cleaning fluid and fuel oil. If the oil were re-
taining sludge-formers from the bottom. fined with acid, the unstable fraction would form a

Furfural gravitates readily because it has a worthless sludge, and the acid would have to be
much higher specific gravity than oil. Further- removed from the lubricant in an additional
more, furfural forms a thin film over the stone process. Because furfural dissolves no water, the
packing, presenting such a large surface that ef- moisture content of the oil is easily kept below
ficient extraction occurs even when the fluid runs one per cent.
through at a rapid rate. Because furfural has a Most of the furfural which is not used in re-
high boiling point, a rise in temperature will in- fineries finds its application in furfural-phenol
crease the oil's rate of flow without vaporizing plastics and resins. Furfural combines with
the furfural. Since there is little vaporization, phenol just as formaldehyde does in the Baeke-
expensive high-pressure equipment is unneces- land process. The product, known as "Durite,"
sary. The purified oil and sludge-containing fur- is exceptionally strong and resistant to weather-
fural entrap some part of each other during the ing. The plastic itself contains almost no water,

first, because the reaction itself liberates less
water than does the formaldehyde reaction, and
second, because the plastic forms at a temperature
far above the boiling point of water. Formalde-
hyde would vaporize at these temperatures, but
furfural remains liquid. Plastics often harden
slowly over a wide temperature range so that they
are fluid for only a short time, but are not com-
pletely solid until they have cooled for a long
time. Furfural plastics, however, remain fluid
for a long time, then solidify quickly. Using fur-
fural-phenol plastic, a manufacturer can make up
a large batch and pour it into many molds before
it becomes too rigid. He can also re-use the molds
after a short time, since the plastic sets quickly
after it reaches the proper temperature. Furfural
plastics do not shrink in the mold. They retain
small details of the pattern, faithfully reproduc-
ing 'even its internal finish. Furfural resins en-
able the molder to "tailor" the chemical composi-
tion of the mixture so that it will be fluid for
pouring into long, complicated forms, and speedy
for short pieces with simple contours. Since fur-
fural resinifies with itself as well as with phenol,
an excess of the aldehyde will thin the mixture
without leaving a troublesome liquid residue. For
speed the molder uses just enough furfural to
react with the phenol thus wasting no time in
furfural's comparatively slow self-resinification.
The mixture retains its homogeneity throughout
the process because the reactants are mutually
soluble. The secret of Durite's great strength
is its unique bonding structure. When the resin

Four views of equipment used in the conversion of farm waste solidifies the carbon atoms form chains as in
products into industrial uses. ' •. •other plastics, then link transversely, forming a

compact structure that is strong in all directions.
flow through the tower, but they are easily sep- Phenol-formaldehyde plastics are often objection-
arated in settling vessels. After the furfural is able because they contain free phenol, but fur-
relieved of its aromatic compounds by steam strip- fural plastics need have no free phenol because
ping it is ready to be used again; in one plant only an excess of furfural is sure to inactivate it all.
0.025 per cent. of the furfural is lost. The aro- Durite's low moisture content eliminates the
matic compounds which furfural removes are sold (Continued on page 29)
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SAFE HIGHWAYS
Melvin Thomas, C.E. '41

The enormous loss of life on American streets and highways presents a serious problem which must
be solved by our engineers. No other engineering structures have such death records as our high-
ways; certainly many more accidents are chargeable to the highways than statistics indicate.

'I'he motor-car designer has set a new pace connection with the high-speed lanes. Access t(
which the highway designer has not anticipated. the truck lanes may be provided at intervals b~
New models of automobiles appear each year, but the use of crossings beneath or above the high
new highways to replace the outmoded ones can- speed lanes; the most practical plan to eliminate
not be produced so quickly. This .inevitable fact time losses consists in bypassing all towns anc
leaves the highway designer with the unpleasant cities between terminals, in addition to removing
task of producing roads which will accommodate all highway and railway grade crossings. FOl
cars for fifteen years in the future. So far, very safety, it is necessary to exclude farm and loca,
few highways of such design have been con- road entry, or to restrict access to approximate
structed; the result is an increasing economic intervals of ten miles each. In the interest of
loss of life, property, and capital. Today there is economy, the dual highway may be constructed in
a large road mileage, which, although not more stages, but upon a full-width right-of-way. Twc
than ten years old, is hopelessly obsolete for the lanes, constructed on one side, may be used as 3

safe and efficient operation of present automobiles. two-way road until the- project can be completed.
The rise in the number of driving accidents is An enumeration of the points of superiority of

recognized to be due to the increased speeds of the dual highway over the conventional multiple-
modern automobiles. Although the latest vehicles lane design would be unnecessary for a person
are much safer than earlier models, their opera- who has had the good fortune of being able to
tion at higher speeds results in more serious acci- drive on a truly modern road. The elimination
dents, dnvolving more cars, and a consequent of the passing problem alone is sufficient reason
greater loss of life. At high speeds a driver has for the adoption of this design.
little time to correct errors in judgment; the The proper construction of details is very im-
reader must recognize that this time element is portant for safety highways: one of these details
a new factor of importance which has added much which is very important is super-elevation on
to safety problems. Therefore, besides the basic curves. With present and probable future speeds
safety factors which must be considered in de- it seems untenable not to bank curves. In many
signing highways, this new factor must be ac- sections of the United States banking is standard
counted for by giving the motorists an arrange- practice, but in some states super-elevation of
ment which will give them more time to over- curves has been abandoned on multiple-lane proj-
come driving hazards. The reckless drivers must ects because of drainage difficulties. There ap-
be considered, also, for their effect on driving pears to be no suitable reason why effective means
safety is vitally important. In the past, emphasis of meeting the situation cannot be developed, for
has been placed on highway designs which regard a proper study of drainage and a suitable design
low vehicle operation costs and time losses. Today could eliminate nearly all of the water which
the safety of the motorists is a more important would normally flow across the pavement. Cer-
problem which is facing the highway engineer; tainly the motorists have a right to expect the
it is now his problem to safeguard the traveling prote-ction of super-elevation around curves.
public. High-speed negotiation of curves without bank-

The only type of design developed so far to ing is far from being safe or pleasant, especially
accommodate successfully the present high speeds when ice or snow covers the pavement,
with safety is the dual highway. To allow in- From an analytical standpoint, the minimum
creased speed with safety, wider lanes are neces- radius of highway curves depends on the maxi-
sary; twelve-feet lanes in each direction are suffi- mum permissible rate of banking and the average
cient if truck traffic is relatively light. In the speed assumed. Spiral curves should not be nee-
case of heavy truck traffic, two lanes in each essary, for any vehicles are free to move about
direction may be constructed in the unused center within the wide lanes enough to obtain the large
portion of the dual highway, wdthout any physical radii required by present speeds. Practical road
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Courtesy-The High urat] Magazine

Stanwich Road over the Merritt Parkway near Greenwich. Conn.

tests are necessary before' design practice can be efficiency and speeds of various trucks would be
established definitely. enlightening, for most trucks are loaded beyond

Careful thought and designing are necessary to their rated capacity, and consequently are unable
provide the transition between the crown and to pull up steep grades.
the banked sections of a road. Certainly the treat- Present thought in pavement design itself ap-
ment should be such that there is no tendency for pears' to be concentrated on providing only suffi-
the vehicle to be drawn in toward the center of cient strength, with a small safety factor to pre-
the curve, or to be thrown outward. The curves vent actual failure. Perhaps insufficient care is
should be so designed that a vehicle may enter and being given to provide enough thickness and steel
leave the curves smoothly. The distance between reinforcement to perpetuate the good riding qual-
reverse curves depends on the time required for ities originally built into the pavement. The nat-
the driver of a car to "come out" of a curve and ural forces of weather, temperature, and frost
to prepare to enter the next one. tend to distort the riding surfaces, 'but the public

Drivers are beginningto realize that long smooth is as interested in smoothness during the entire
grades and vertical curves are essential for con- life of the pavement as in the first two or three
fident and safe operation at high speeds. Rolling years of its life. At present speeds, such rough-
grades create a hazard for night driving, because ness may not be unsafe, but at probable future
shadows cast by headlights result in lack of vision speeds it may be vitally important. Thick slabs
and the loss of confidence on the part of the with heavy reinforcements at the top and bottom
driver. Since long, sustained profiles are better and j-oints less than 100 feet apart may be the
fitted for night driving, they may prove more solution.
economical than rolling grades. To provide rea- 'I'he design of the sides of roads is more im-
sonable safety on icy pavements, it seems desir- portant than most people are led to believe. In
able to limit maximum grades to about a five per the case of accidents, the shoulders of a road may
cent rise. If commercial traffic is present in suf- prove as important as the pavement itself. Many
ficiently large volumes, grades may need to be minor accidents develop into major mishaps when
limited in proportion to the economic importance cars swerve onto the shoulder and strike some
of this class of traffic. A study of the operating fixed object or overturn on a rough spot. In many
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cases, it is necessary for drivers to dodge out onto proper selection of the angles of the reflecting
the shoulders to miss potential accidents ahead; sides. The yellow light thus provided affords
for this reason, it is apparent that shoulders clear vision for about 2000 feet ahead, and is
should be wide, level with the pavements, and equivalent to about eight times the intensity of'
paved suitably to accommodate vehicles traveling full moonlight. Light of such intensity permits
at high speeds. Ditches are recognized hazards motorists to dim their lights, thus eliminating
which are being eliminated, but poles, trees, warn- glare which produces a major portion of acci-
ing signs, and head-walls are other sources of dents at night.
danger which are not so generally evaluated. The reflector used with this type of lighting

Curbing functions essentially to protect pedes- unit is outstanding because of its "form and
trians and to form drainage canals, but it also because it marks the _commercial introduction
presents a great source of peril in the case of of a new type of reflecting material. The upper
automobile accidents. Its use should be limited to part of the highly polished unit resembles an
places where it will prove to be a safety device airplane in its lines; below this surface are
rather than a hazard. polished fins, which are parallel to the light

The setting of warning signs as fixed objects source. Parabolic reflecting surfaces direct the
near the roadway was probably derived from the light along the length of the highway, while
standard practice of railroads, but since the motor the fins redirect the light which otherwise
vehicle is not confined to fixed rails, signs set in ~ would escape upward beyond the edge of
this manner constitute a hazard. Such signs the upper reflector. The reflectors are made of
should either be suspended from overhead cables aluminum which has been treated to harden the
or mounted on flexible standards. To be effective, surface, to increase the reflecting power, to pre-
they should be constructed so that they do not vent oxidation, and to permit easy cleaning of
blind the drivers or cast objectionable shadows. the surface. This new material, which was made
The ideal solution seems to be a luminous type possible by the Alray process, is an exceptionally
which is made visible for a sufficient distance bright and durable finished aluminum, with a re-
from a limited source of light such as is found in fleeting factor of more than eighty per cent.
automobile headlights. Proper illumination is essential for terminal

Probably no other single highway structure and interchange facilities. The principles of the
has been the cause of so much loss of life and traffic circle and the clover leaf are well under-
property as the guard rail. Because such struc- stood. The traffic-circle design is based on the
tures are hazards at their best, they should be volume of traffic and the diameter and the number
used only where they are absolutely necessary. of intersecting streets. These circles can accom-
For fills of moderate height, therefore, it seems modate a speed of forty miles per hour, provided
logical to substitute extra wide shoulders and flat there is proper lighting, illuminated overhead
side slopes for the conventional railings. warning signs, and a correct choice of curbs and

To eliminate the natural dangers of night driv- other objects within or near the circle.
ing, highway illumination is being installed in Center ramps which require the main traffic to
ever-increasing quantities. The courage of a bold go around them are very dangerous. Curbs, if
prophet is not required to assert that in but a they are present, should be low, and walls should
few years, an observer in the stratosphere will be built back from the nose to give the motorists
have before him at night a full-scale map of the sufficient time to avoid crashes. The ramps them ...
United States, with the main highways marked selves should be definite turnouts, secondary to
as yellow lines. Sodium-vapor highway lighting the highway, and should be designed accordingly,
is being recognized. Several features which are with proper signs far enough in advance' to enable
worth mentioning include the method of support- drivers to turn to the sides of the highways.
ing the fixtures above the roadway .. Reaching out From the preceding analysis, one can readily
and upward from upright poles are steel arms, see that most of our highways which were de-
adjustable in length so that 6000-lumen lamps signed ten or fifteen years ago are obsolete as
suspended at their ends can be placed in exactly far as alignment, grades, and details are con-
the right position for the best glareless lighting. cerned. These shortcomings are the source of Ul1-

By means of ropes, the fixtures can be lowered told suffering and the loss of life as well as an
to the ground for servicing and relamping. AI- enormous economic waste in property and capital.
though the lamps are not located directly over Automobile design and the public will dictate the
the center of the roadway, even distribution of future speeds which must be maintained. The
light up and down the road is insured by the (Continued on page 32)
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A CRITIQUE OF "HONOR SYTEMS"
Davis Goldsmith, M.E. 142

In an answer to the "Honor System" article of the July issue, Mr. Goldsmith debunks
the idea that human character is responsible for cheating on college campuses.

The ideas expressed in the following editorial We now begin to consider some of the analyzed
do not necessarily express the convictions of the and synthesized reasons for cheating. The "weed-
COOPERATIVE ENGINEER. ing out" motive is questioned. Then we find our-

selves confronted with going home "bitterly con-IN the July issue of the Cooperative Engineer fessing failure." Can there be so many of us who
there appeared an article entitled "Honor Sys- really would be crushed upon being relieved of

tern." There are certain points of that article to something that is admittedly a five-year burden?
which I have taken exception, with the intention Personally, we know of some students who have
not of defending an odious practice but rather of fallen by the way at various stages of their edu-
attempting to illustrate where we may be "miss- cation, and none of them seem embittered; rather
ing the bus" in our attack on the evil of cheating. they seem quite happy in the pursuit of their

The statement that cheating is particularly livelihood.
prevalent on this campus rather implies that the Confirmed cheaters will probably take heart
cause and effect of this practice is local, which, when I confute the statement that unreliable
to say the least, is a rather broad assumption. work always betrays itself. Unfortunately that
Unethical solutions of examinations are no more is a story book version, for the world is filled to
prevalent at the University of Cincinnati than overflowing with mediocrity which seeks to con-
at Podunk, dear old Razzle Dazzle or any other ceal itself. One mediocre act remains uncen-
large university. Although I hope that the read- sored because of sympathetic mediocrity at the in-
ers of that article do not believe that this prob- tended origin of censure. A universal conspiracy
lem exists here only, let us hasten to dispel any is practiced daily throughout life, in industry and
such thoughts by considering some factors com- private affairs, wherein we all attempt to mini-
mon to all educational institutions. mize our frailties. "Judge not lest ye be judged"

As the article progresses, the "human charac- is the shibboleth.
ter" is given a severe blow by the reasoning that Removing the opportunity to be dishonorable
it is inherently or cultivatedly encumbered with doesn't make a potentially dishonorable man hon-
shortcomings. In addition, we are accused of orable. I don't believe that "honor" is the term
coveting a position of apparent intelligence even we want here. Webster gives a series of confus-
if that station is ill-gained. Though not a cheater, ing pictures for honor, but the word "honesty"
I cannot help resenting this lack of faith in one's better represents our aim. To be honest is to be
fellow-man. unwilling to commit or countenance fraud, and
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fraud is an act of deception practiced with the at home, assuming them to have assimilated in the
object of securing some gain. We want honesty; same proportion, apply for a job, the odd~ are
honor will be' concomitant. that the college man with the degree will get it.

If the reasons stated in the survey are actually I do not say that the man at college has not had
the reasons for cheating, I'm more than a little certain advantages, but the other man has certain
ashamed of some of our would-be students. other advantages.

But there is a base from which we can start a For young men, at any rate, the desire for self-
thorough investigation. Let us seek it. betterment probably hinges on the stigma at-

Petty deception is not confined to any station tached to having had not much formal education.
or group of people. Admittedly our political or- This is well founded on other bases, but it puts a
ganizations are corrupt, our ethics are confusing cash evaluation on the diploma. Unfortunately,
and apparently outmoded, our society in general money has a very corrupting influence. In short,
has ceased to abide by the letter of the law. As if a young man is in school to get "through," the
individuals, we speed our cars above the pre- problem of his honesty becomes quite imposing.
scribed limit, jaywalk, take advantage of unfair Until we decide just what the relation of the
practices and countenance almost any infraction professor is to the class and make it evident to
of our code that is not too obvious or too repulsive. all students, then there is always the somewhat

We must count our change in the stores, lock justified opportunity for the student to question
our houses and cars, and be ever on the alert for the fairness of examinations. The usual standard
dishonesty. To all these evils, we are inured when of fairness is based on the question, "Does the
we come to college. I do not imagine that many professor ask questions which I can answer?"
of us live eighteen or twenty years never having Until we decide whether the professor should
been dishonest. lead us or shove us or let us drift to our goal in a

I now propose a few questions that I consider specific course, we can not form rules of conduct.
to be the keystones of an investigation. First, Each professor has his own opinion on this topic.
"Why do we as individuals come to college?" So having come to college for some reason, pos-
Second, "What is the function of the teacher?" sibly vague, attending classes under professors,
Third, "Are we, upon entering college, willing to tempermentally and theoretically different, we
subjugate our own theories regarding education must resign ourselves to the vagaries of rating as
and to conform without equivocation to the poli- practiced by the college.
cies of the college?" The majority of students (those in the lower

In order to illustrate the relation of these ques- ninety per cent scholastically) are wont to ac-
tions to one another, we must take certain hypo- knowledge the general superiority of the upper
thetical answers and see what they imply. If you ten percent with only their academic work as a
come to college to learn to be honest, then nothing determining factor; that is, just because a student
is really important except our adherence to a gets better grades than they do does not establish
prescribed code, regardless of our academic his superiority or chances for success with them.
standing. By being honest for a specified length Psychologists will tell you that the coefficient
of time, we accomplish something, and if honesty of correlation between earning power and per-
becomes habitual we have accomplished a great sonality is almost twice that between earning
deal. power and grades. The statement is based on a

If we come to college to get a diploma, then survey of recent graduates of an engineering
getting a diploma is paramount. If we come to university.
college to learn, then quizzing as we know it That gives us a more or less complete picture.
would be unnecessary, because we wouldn't ex- We have individuals, varying in training and
pect to leave until we had learned, be it five or background, coming to a university for a variety
fifty years hence. If we come to college just to be of reasons, instructed by men as different from
here, then being around is the end in itself. one another as the students themselves are dif-

When it is said that we come to college volun- ferent, to beljudged by a method that is uniform.
tarily, we are given only a peek at the situation It isn't a very simple pattern.
and not a good long look. Most persons, serious I believe that the majority of the cheating oc-
in their desire to obtain a degree, come volun- curs in the earlier years before the student has
tarily because of social pressure, because our sys- become known as an individual, when he is simply
tern has stratified us in what may appear to many a freshman or a sophomore. When the professor
an unfair fashion. If two men, each having has .a class small enough so that he can contact
studied the same material, one at college and one his men, weigh fairly their quiz work, their char-
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acter, their intrinsic value, and judge a man not When national magazines make a pictorial joke
as a sheet of paper but as a personality, cheating of cribbing among college students, illustrating
becomes almost passe. A young man who can its more refined forms and laughing at the some-
cheat his way through an analysis of himself as what unfair advantage a co-ed takes of a pro-
an individual need worry little about future dis- fessor by hiding her crib notes in her stocking,
covery. But this super-fraud is too rare to con- we can hardly expect the students suddenly to
sider. assume a white toga and a halo when they step

And having cheated in earlier years, the student from the ~ubli.c.way o.nto the campus. .
develops immunity to honesty. In some, not active Something IS definitely wrong. Many things
dishonesty, but the countenancing of dishonesty are definitely wrong. If we could institute a re-
in others results. form here at the University of Cincinnati, it would

. be both wonderful and miraculous. Should we
Until the pressure of social ostracism exercises suddenly set the professors to pol-cin thei

itself o~ the cheater, he will flaunt his misde- classes with rigid measures, under :he ~resen~
meanor In the faces of the men who get there the system the students would drop like leaves in
"h d " ,ar way. autumn.

The cause for cheating thereby crystalizes it- To say that cheating must be abolished is one
self into a few grains of complex structure. So thing, certainly desirable, but to institute a sys-
long as people think more of external opinion tern whereby cheating abolishes itself would be
than of their self-respect, so long as the diploma epic. Some experimentation is certainly worth
is sought for its cash value, so long as we neglect trying.
the individual in seeking to educate the group, To the end that one day honesty may be prev-
just so long we shall have cheating. alent in our world, we might dedicate this work.

THE NEW R. O. T. C. ARMORY
Edward S. Miller. E.E. 144

THE University of Cincinnati is not without target when the projectile will arrive and which
evidence of the national defense program. transmits electrically the data required for point-

This evidence exists in the form of a new armory ing the guns at that position. The guns have a
located adjacent to the University power plant at horizontal range of more than eight and one-half
the north end of Nippert Stadium. The building" miles and a vertical range of 28,000 feet, hurl a
houses about a quarter of a million dollars' worth 15-pound high explosive projectile at a velocity
of anti-aircraft equipment which is used by the of 2800 feet per second, and have a maximum
Reserve Officer Training Corps. Five months firing rate of 30 shots per minute.
were necessary to complete the stru~ture, which Other equipment, which may be forthcoming,
cost over $18,00? The W. P. A. furnished .almost is an anti-aircraft 60-inch Sperry Searchlight of
$9,000 dollars In the- form of labor, while the 800 000 000 beam candlepower and an electrically
University provided the funds for the material. controlled sound locator.

The building is 371;2 by 100 feet and is con- .. .. .
structed of reinforced concrete which is faced ThIS equipment IS being used to Improve the
with brick to match other buildings on the campus, courses in gunnery technique and tactics of anti-
The architects, Stewart and, Stewart, designed it aircraft artillery. no~ taught to the R. 0..T. C.
as a large, open room, lacking partitions, with an student~. Later It mI?"ht be ~sed ~s well In the
18':'foot ceiling so that guns can be mounted even mechanical and electrical engrneermg courses.
in inclement weather. Four large fireproof, over- The increased :interest in the R. O. T. C., shown
head doors open onto a 24-foot concrete apron by the fact that there are over 650 students
where the guns may be moved for outdoor drill voluntarily taking the course in military science
on aerial targets. Other features include wash- at the University of Cincinnati, has necessitated
room facildties, four heat radiators placed near the adddtion to the old quarters, which will still
the ceiling, and burglar-proof windows. be maintained. The basic course has advanced a

The new equipment includes two anti-aircraft long way from its beginning at the University of
guns, featuring indirect fire in which the gunners Cincinnati in 1919 (compulsory until 1932).
never see the target. Control of the weapons is After two decades, the department owns modern
done by an instrument called "the director," which artillery believed to be the first of its kind in the
computes mechanically the future position of the Army's Fifth Corps area.
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FREQUENT MODULATION
Calvin BOPPI E.E. 142

A recent significant contribution to the radio world, Frequency Modulation, threatens to replace millions

of receiving sets now in use. Its immunity to extraneous noises promises near-perfect reception ..

RIVALING television for first place in the at- sent out on radio waves of such a nature that the
tention of a radio minded public, F (requency horizon limits the maximum broadcasting dis-

M(odulation) comes with a threat to make an tance; consequently it is desirable to locate the
estimated forty million conventional radio receiv- transmitting station as high as possible.
ing sets obsolete. "Noise-free, staticless recep- There is little doubt about the superior quality
tion" and "amazing fidelity" are the banners in of FM over the present system of broadcasting.
its fight for a deserving recognition. This entirely "The lifelike reproduction of studio sounds,
different type of radio broadcasting is not new in whether they be speech, music or sound effects,
principle, but has been developed and perfected is absolutely astounding!" say those who have
within the past few years by Major Edwain H. heard FM demonstrations. The effect is so real-
Armstrong, a well known radio engineer. In one istic that the listener might easily imagine that
of its latest hearings, the Federal Communica- he were in the same room with the broadcasters.
tions Commission hailed FM as "one of the most FM transmits all audio frequencies from the
significant contributions to radio in recent years" highest flute to the boom of a bass drum with
and made available for its use a specific band of near-perfect fidelity. Music lovers can now even
frequencies (42,000 - 50,000 kc.) which had pre- more fully appreciate great music via radio.
viously been assigned to television interests. This The most outstanding point of improvement,
band will provide for forty FM channels, each however, is the absence of any extraneous noise
200 kc. wide. Thirty-five of these will be given to in the reception. There is no bothersome static
regular FM stations, and the other five will be or man-made interference to spoil the enjoyment
assigned to non-commercial, educational broad- of radio listening. Static due to unfavorable at-
cast stations. mospheric conditions such as lightning and noise

Like television, FM requires special radio re- from diathermy and X Ray machines, electric
ceivers, which at present are selling at prizes shavers, vacuum cleaners, streetcars and other
from sixty dollars upward and are good only in common static producers are virtually eliminated.
localities where there is a FM transmitter. FM's Between selections on a program, the radio is as
future is in the hands of the radio listeners. If silent as if it were turned off.
they are willing to pay higher prices for these The General Electric Company conducted an
radios that will bring them more enjoyable radio interesting experiment at the World's Fair re-
programs, then FM is on the road upward. Major f cently by placing an FM receiver near a million-
Armstrong, an eastern network and several volt discharge of artificial lightning. The bolt
radio manufacturers, including Stromberg-Carl- was ignored by the radio as if it were a mere
son and General Electric, have invested more than spark, but the program coming over a standard
a million dollars in transmitters and research amplitude-modulated (AM) receiver was com-
and production equipment because of their belief pletely obliterated by noise. FM boasts that under
that the industry will not be merely a fad. favorable conditions the improvement of signal

to noise ratio is as high as 1000 to lover the
ADVANTAGES SHOWN IN THE EAST present system.

The big front of activity now is in the New An odd characteristic of FM is that only one
England States where FM's advantages show up station can be received at a time even though
to the greatest extent. Residents of large cities, there may be two or more stations operating on
troubled with man-made static from industrial the same frequency or wavelength. The receiver
machinery, street cars, power lines and other picks up only the strongest 'station, eliminating
electrical devices, provide a large market for this squeals, fading, and crosstalk, which occur under
new radio. Then too, the Eastern mountains lend the same conditions in the standard AM system.
themselves to FM transmitting. FM signals are If all automobile were proceeding from one sta-
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tion toward another broadcasting on the same an impossibility. According to Professor Daniel
frequency, the driver would notice a distinct point Noble of Connecticut, who was in charge of in-
where one station would disappear completely stalling the system, a 250-watt FM transmitter
~nd the other take its place. This feature is an will do the job of a 12,000 to 25,000 watt AM
l~portant ~dvantage because one or more sta- transmitter. FM has solved another problem
tions, relatively near each other, may then be which has confronted authorities for some time.
assigned to the same channel without inter- Police radio channels are so crowded that several
ference. cities are forced to operate on the same frequency.

This means that only one can be on the air at a
time without serious interference.

The Chicago Police Department is considering
FM for its 200 police cars, in view of the success
in Connecticut. Promising indications for FM's
good future are that the Federal Communications
Commission is receiving many applications for
FM licenses from police departments throughout
the country and the United State's Army and
Navy are experimenting with the system.

FM is distinctly different from the ordinary
AM radio, which cannot transform its signals
into sound. It differs from the present system
(AM) in that the transmitter varies the frequency
of the radio waves in accordance with sound and
holds the power or intensity constant. With AM
the frequency is held constant and the amplitude
or intensity varies with the impressed sound

F'tj. fa.) AMPLITUDE UOD/,IJ.ArEIJ WAVE wave. Figure 1a shows the wave form of an Al\1
(P) FREQUENCY MODU£ATEO WAVE signal.

The wide band of waves represents a high peak
FM at the present time is limited by the Fed- or intensity of volume while the narrow com-

eral Communications Commission to the ultra- pressed band indicates a signal of low intensity.
high-frequency band of 40 megacycles or more. The other wave form is that of a FM signal
The broadcasting range at these frequencies is modulated under the same conditions. Note that
about 50 or 100 miles depending upon the power as the intensity of the radio signal increases the
of the transmitter and the surrounding topo- frequency decreases and vice versa. The ampli-
graphy. Therefore a large number of stations tude of the transmitted signal remains constant.
connected by networks will be required to cover In this characteristic FM gains one of its most
the country. In the near future FM stations will important advantages, noiseless reception. Static
probably be located only in the larger cities with" and man-made interference are essentially radio
the rural areas covered by the present AM sta- waves of varying intensity and consequently are
tions. In April there were sixteen FM stations heard in. a radio, often loud enough to spoil the
in operation in cities such as Boston, Washington- reception of a program. Circuits in the FM re-
New York, Chicago and Milwaukee. About eighty ceiver reject signals of varying intensity.
other stations have applied for licenses to operate. An FM signal occupies a relatively broad band

FM has opened up new possibilities for im- of frequencies. At 100 per cent modulation it is
provement in the field of police radio. It has approximately 150 k. c., which is ten times the al-
overcome several difficulties limiting the useful- lowable width of an AM channel.
ness of the present system of radio communica- As an example consider an FM station operat-
tion. Man-made static which in many localities ing on a frequency of 42,800 kc. With no modula-
blankets out the signal from the station, and tion a continuous frequency of 42,800 kc. would
fading caused by steel bridges, elevated struc- be emitted, but with complete modulation the
tures, and overhead wires are no longer a worry. frequency would vary between the limits of 42,875

Connecticut is now successfully operating the kc. and 42,725 kc. If a 1,000-cycle note is fed into
first statewide FM police radio system where pre- the studio microphone this frequency swing would
viously statewide communication was practically occur 1,000 times a second.
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Ever since the early days of broadcasting, radio
engineers have been searching for a way to
eliminate static interference and have met with
little success. It was often said that the man who
conquered this nuisance would have fame and
fortune.

Every known system or method of broadcasting
was tried-even frequency modulation. The pop-
ular belief was that if the radio channel was made
narrow enough it would exclude static, and so,
narrow band frequency modulation was tested.
This operation did not help the static situation,
and because it distorted the signal, FIVI was dis-
carded as being impractical.

Major Armstrong thought differently about
the system and worked to improve it. In 1935 he
announced the success of his wide-band-frequency
modulation to a skeptical world. He convinced
the Radio Corporation of America that his inven-
tion deserved their investigation and they agreed
to let him use their two kilowatt transmitter on
top of the Empire State Building for his tests.
This equipment had previously been used for
television on the ultra-high-frequency band.

For almost a year Armstrong labored on the
system to eliminate certain engineering uncer-
tainties. Innumerable test broadcasts were sent
out to receivers in the area. Then in April, 1935,
R. C. A. needed its transmitter, and Armstrong
was forced to leave-disappointed but even more

Courtesy-General Electric
A million-volt artificial lightning discharge has no effect on an FM receiver

in this listening test.

Courtesy-General Electric

Oscillogram of an unmodulated carrier wave Oscillogram of the same carrier wave picked
picked up by a conventional receiver, showing up by an F.. M. receiver, showing little or no

noise distortion. 1 noise distortion. .

determined to fight his battle to a victory. Major for his inventions, among which are the regenera-
Armstrong is a rare combination of a brilliant tive, super-regenerative and superheterodyne
scientist, an engineer and a keen-minded business circuits.
man. From the time of radio's beginning he In 1936 he began the construction of an FM
has been in the courts fighting to retain credit (Continued on page 28)
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COOPERATIVES - AN AMERICAN IDEAL
Ruth Mueller. Bus.Ad. 142

Business cooperatives in this country have seen very little activity in past years.

Today Amedean consumers are beginning to realize their real advantages.

BELIEVING that business cooperation in this establish this constitution for the United States
country was as new as these- "horseless car- of America."

riages," I was amazed recently to find that it is Cooperative buying in America is said to have
almost as old in America as in Europe. This set been started as early as 1798 by the Shakers; the
me off on an altogether new train of thought re- Workingmen's Protective Union had a store in
garding buying and selling habits, and I started Boston in 1845. Between this time and 1920,
to get some more information on this very inter- hundreds of consumers' societies were started,
esting subject. but most of these failed or were destroyed in the

In the beginning, perhaps I should explain that economic unrest of the period-victims of the
cooperatives are associations of consumers or growing wave of industrial expansion. More than
producers working together for their common nine-tenths of the existing organizations have
good. An excellent example of a real cooperative been formed since 1920, a year when a whole
is the one in which 750 Minnesota farmers banded series of cooperative enterprises were started.
together to electrify their homes. They bought a
creosoting plant, a stand of cedar, and brought FARM BUREAU COOPERATIVES
the price of each electric pole down from $7.50 Farm organizations, some of which had sur-
to $2.50! To cut cash outlay, they learned- to do vived the restless period before and after the
their own wiring and they completed a 250-mile Civil War, grew rapidly, having had a founda-
system during a slack farm season. tion with the old Granges of the early nineteenth

Outwardly, cooperatives look no different from century. Out of these groups has grown the wide-
any other store or factory, but internally, the spread Farm Bureau Cooperative Organization,
organization is much different from that of a which has excellent organization and manage-
private business. It differs from an ordinary ment, and which is said to be the strongest co-
stock corporation in that each member has one operative in the United States. For example, un-
vote and only one vote, regardless of the amount der the Ohio Farm Bureau Cooperative Associa-
of capital which he has invested. Instead of tion, service organizations such as the following
passing the profit on to shareholders in the com- are included: the Farm Bureau Agricultural
pany, the cooperative returns the savings result- Credit Corporation, the auto insurance company,
ing from joint action to the members (after pay- the Farm Bureau Mutual Fire Insurance Com-
ing a fixed rate of interest on the capital) in pro- pany, the Ohio Farm Bureau Corporation, inter-
portion to the amount which ~they spent for company service agency, the Farm Bureau Rural
purchases. Electrification Cooperative, and the Farm Bureau

The real fathers of the cooperative movement Cooperative Services, a household goods mail or-
were the Rochdale weavers of England, who der service formed about eight months ago. Re-
opened a store in 1844. After ninety years of ac- cently the Ohio Farm Bureau Federation moved
tivity, this society had 44,000 members and an into larger quarters in Columbus, having out-
annual business of around $3,300,000. Since this grown in less than four years the 8-story building
movement is primarily a foreign one, cooperation which they formerly occupied. One of the largest
is much stronger abroad than in the United States. of their recent undertakings-the building of a
However, looking back at the history of our coun- fertilizer plant at Glendale, Ohio-was a joint
try, one can see that these whole United States project with the Indiana Farm B-ureau Coopera-
were founded on cooperation. -The Constitution tive Organization.
itself is one of the greatest and most fruitful Until 1934, cooperative progress in retail and
examples of cooperation the world has ever wholesale businesses was slow in cities, but be-
known, with a Preamble which sets forth that, ginning with that year the cooperative- movement
"We, the people of the United States, in order to forged rapidly ahead. This was partly due to the
form a more perfect union . . . do ordain and fact that the depression made people realize that
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even small savings (those made by cutting' out the
profit of so many middlemen) were of great value
and raised some doubts as to the monopolistic
features of the profit system. On the basis of a
recent survey, it was estimated that in 1936 there
were 3,600 cooperative associations engaged in the
retail distribution of consumer goods, serving a
membership of about 677,750, and transacting
an annual retail business of $182,685,000. This
does not include farm cooperative groups which
entail figures at least equal to the above!

Since we now have a more or less clear picture Courtesy--OhIO Farm Bureau 1\

of the history and the present strength of co- CooperaHve fertilizer plant at Glendale, Ohio, built by the Ohio
operatives, let us turn now to the principles of and Indiana Farm Bureaus.

cooperation and see how they conform with our falling (tending to make the population more
American ideals of equality and democracy. It is ?niform), a certa~n de~ree of ~obility dissipa~-
generally agreed by contemporary writers that mg, and the frontiers disappearing. For another
the seven Rochdale Principles form the basis for reason, the American people have been prosperous
organization of nearly all true cooperatives. Ex- in the past and are reluctant to join ~ooperatives
pressed in simple language, these principles might and make only minor savings. This is why, dur-
be stated as follows: ing the depression years, cooperatives experienced

1. Membership is open to all who wish to join a sudden boom, since the American people were
in good faith. beginning to consider that even these minor sav-

2. Procedure is democratic-each member has ings were of major importance. In the past, the
one vote and no more, regardless of the people have not been thrifty enough to join a
number of shares he may own. There are collective activity.
no proxies. A third and very important reason is that corn-

3. Interest 'is permitted on capital, but it may petition in the United States is much more severe
not be greater than the current or legal rate. than in other countries. The American chain

4. Savings are refunded to the members in store, with all the advantages of large-scale buy-
proportion to their purchases, or may be ing and retailing, gives the small cooperative
used collectively for the common interests tough competition. This has been offset some-
of the group. what by government legislation regarding price

5. Sales are for cash and at market prices. maintenance and chain store manipulation. Co-
(This very important factor in reducing operatives have also had to deal with national
costs saves credit risk and collection of past advertising and the use of brands by the chain
due accounts.) stores; the fact that unbranded merchandise may

6. The societies devote part of their "earnings" be no better than the nationally advertised product
to educational activities and expansion- means nothing until it has been demonstrated to
with a view to achieving a new economic a sufficient number of persons.
order through education of the people. MOVEMENT HAS BEEN HAMPERED

7. The cooperative movement maintains com- Another inherent factor acting against the
plete neutrality on political and religious spread' of cooperatives is the fact that non-mem-
questions. bers sometimes get more benefits than members.

Cooperatives, for the most part, have been very Since non-members see that they will get all the
weak in the United States. A number of reasons benefits without investing their capital and join-
have been suggested why this should be so. In ing the cooperative, they do not contribute to its
the first place, the very nature of the American success, but rather undermine it by taking the
people does not make for collective activity. The results. Leaders of the movement readily admit
population has been too mobile and too hetero- that it has been hampered by poor management
geneous - factors which are true of any new and internal strife, but they also lay blame on
country. That is, American people, as a whole, insufficient capital and the fact that Americans
have been unwilling to settle down to one place have "little conception of the philosophy and
and take on the responsibilities and ties that a social significance of' a consumers' movement."
cooperative would entail. Right now, this reason Without the leadership of persons actively inter-
is becoming less prominent with immigration ested and sincerely connected with the cooper-
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atives, they cannot hope to succeed. Outsiders cooperatives does not seem to be as bright as its
acting as promoters may be able to start such an advocates would make it appear use several argu-
organization, but to keep it up the members ments to support their statements. They say that
themselves must be interested enough to put the the movement depends largely upon possible

economies which they might effect in running the
business. So far they have been mainly theoreti-
cal. This statement might well be true, for most
of the economies and savings 'made through co-
operatives seem to have been turned back into
the business to give it a firmer foundation. An-
other argument states that the future of coopera-
tives also depends upon government aid of vari-
ous sorts that might be extended, on what will
be done to chain stores through legislation, and
on the maintenance of efficiency in the system of
distribution. According to this argument, with-
out direct government aid of some sort, coopera-
tives will not be of immediate importance in retail
distribution in this country. ,With the farm co-
operatives we have an altogether different story,
but even these are indirectly subsidized through
the Farm Bureau Associations. Indirectly, the
government has already aided the cooperatives
through laws governing the prices at which chain
stores might sell nationally advertised goods and
forbidding sale at less than a stipulated price.
Other similar laws have been passed, indirectly
aiding the cooperatives, but they aimed more di-
rectly at the small independent retailer.

The more generally accepted idea is the one
Courtesy-Ohio Tann Bureau News that cooperation is succeeding in the United

Shipping wheat to be stored in the new States. More and more people are realizing that
cooperative granaries in Northern Ohio. th fit t h b h ibl b d be pro sys em as een or ru y a use y

. .. . capitalists and that, in purchasing consumers'
business on a paying baSIS.. ?ooperatives, for the goods, they pay profits to five or six middlemen.
most part: ha~e been unwllll~g to .pay for ~an- The cooperative idea has been described as a
age.ment, In direct contrast WIth prI~ate busIne~s "mutation" of capitalism, proposing to replace
WhI~h pay top men enormous salaries for their the profit system of exploitation, not all at once
services. or by any revolutionary methods, but gradually,

FUTURE OF COOPERATIVES piecemeal and at points of greatest 'need. In other
Authorities differ quite a lot on predicting the words, capital and industry are to b~ made the

future of the cooperative movement in this coun- servants of the people and not their masters.
try. Some- say that with efficient management With cooperative organizations, through which
and a solution of its labor difficulties, one may the wants and de~ands of consum~rs can be
expect the movement to undergo a rapid growth. known and appr.oxImately measured In advanc~,
In support of this side of the question, the widely a~d through which consumers c~n ex?ress their
advertised idea that it represents 'a,"middle way" WIshes, n~eds and tastes, productI~n :VIIIbe much
between Communism and Fascism appears to have better adjusted to demand than It IS or can be
captured the imagination of large sectors of the under the profit system.
population that had previously shown little in- There is no enmity or animosity on the part of
terest in cooperation. They also say that the cooperators against their fellow Americans who
movement has already demonstrated tremendous are now engaged in profit business, and there
vitality and has shown that within a certain area should be none on the part of those Americans
yet to be fully defined, it meets a genuine need. against the cooperators. It is not a question of

Those writers who argue that the future of men but of systems.
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ENGINEERING ACTIVITIES
Eugene K. Feerer, M.E. 141

Engineers realize that social activities are indeed a valuable part of an educational program. Intre-mural

sports, parties. and picnics all contribute to good fellowship and coordination among the students.

WITH all of these election campaigns and their There were sandwiches and soft drinks for din-
conventions it seems that dear old Cincin- ner; baseball and swimming in the afternoon.

nati is not to be left without her share of the The usual bull-session was held in the evening
spoils. First in importance seems to be the 1940 with Mr. Liepmann telling of some of his experi-
Tau Beta Pi national convention which was held ences in Switzerland, Norway and other places
at the University of Kentucky at Lexington. of interest on the continent.
From the local chapter, the social lad, Bob Doep- Pi Chi Epsilon, honorary Bus. Ad. for women,
ken, joined forces with Jack Meyer (who hopped held their annual initiation on Sunday, July 14,
over from his co-op job in Frankfort for some of at the Kemper Lane Hotel in Walnut Hills and fol-
the fun) in giving Kentucky a brand new idea of lowed it with a bang-up banquet. Those initiated
us Northerners. Bob, not wanting to miss a included Pat Bade, Marion Bacon, Dawn Corneil,
chance to see if it is true what they say about Florence Endebrock, Gertrude Mauch, Ruth Muel-
all the things in Kentucky, jumped on a bus at ler, and Marjorie Smith. Florence Endebrock
Wheeling, W. Va. to come down for the sessions. will head this organization for the coming year.

From the Civil Department the trend of con- The gals got together on Saturday, October 5,
ventions is still noticeable. The outstanding event and held (of all things) a hike to Mt. Storm Park
of the fall for this group was the National Con- with weiners and buns waiting for them at the
vention held here in Cincinnati on October 16 end.
and 17. The local chapter, headed by Johnny A. I, Ch. E. has again started its.good work
Diehl, entertained out of town guests and local in promoting the Friday noon lectures. Now
professional civil engineers at a number of social added to their schedule are movies held in the
events with a dance highlighting the whole COIlJ Auditorium on Wednesdays. With Paul Menefee
vention. heading the group this year, they seem bound for

Summer section brought a round of parties, bigger and better things! Incidentally, the Chem-
picnics, brawls, etc., with some of the following icals held one of their usual end-of-section brawls
features and events. The Civils claim the out- at Sharon Woods on July 27. With the beer flow-
standing event of the summer was their stag ing fast and thick, the juniors g-ainedmuch needed
picnic held at Sharon Woods and chairmaned by strength and crept up on the pre-juniors in both
George Roberts. The usual baseball games were games of a doubleheader, walloping them 8-7 and
attempted-the juniors played a composite team 5-4! The juniors and .pre-juniors celebrated to-
of pre-juniors and sophomores and lost by a com- gether a bit more the following week by dunking
fortable score of 5-4. They were slightly handi- each other in the pool at Meadowbrook at a swim-
capped, however, having to play legal baseball- ming brawl.
that is, using only the regular 10 men, while the Of course,llot meant to be slighted are the
opposition totaled as high as 20 and 30 during Mechanical Engineers-a rather embryo group
some periods of the game. on the campus-hoping to blossom out maybe the

And then again, there is the little-heard-of same day as national election this year. (At least
bunch of Aeronautical Engineers which has there is a hope they will be on the winning side.)
grown to an alarming group with the avalanche Jim Tarkington heads this group for the year
of Freshmen who have signed up for the course. with yours truly aiding and abetting him in his
For the coming year, their Chairman will be Hans raid for more notice. Pi Tau Sigma is being given
Belitz while the Vice-Chairman is Irvin Spiel- a run for its money by Bob Doepken (yep! same
berg : the Secretary, Bill R. Owens; and Treas- name as before). The other officers for the: year
urer, Bob Tripp of the Tripp Brothers. Again include Don Odom, vice-president; Tom Chappelle,
for the summer section (seems that the summer secretary; and Bob Hoffman, treasurer. Their
section was one swell section) - anyhow, on plans for the coming year are not yet disclosed-
July 10 the I. Ae. S. had a picnic at Meadowbrook. we'll watch and wait for the time being. Their
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national conventi.on is coming up soon so there'll Frequency Modulation
be more from this quarter later.

The Co-ep Club finally got together during the (Continued from Page 23)
summer and redecorated, renovated, repainted, station with hundreds of thousands of dollars out
and re-everything else their bumming room on of his own pocketbook. This was the first high-
the second floor of Baldwin. The girls, headed by powered FM station in the country. He built the
Ruth Doherty, are planning a Fall Welcome Party 40 kw. transmitter and its antenna tower atop a
.on October 17 to welcome all freshmen and to give mountain at Alpine, New Jersey, which is near
Section II gals a chance to meet them before sec- New York City.
tion change. Early in November, the Co-ep Club After its completion in 1938 a regular schedule
Board is planning an Open House in their Bum- of broadcasts created quite an interest in radio
ming Room with the whole engineering college circles. Armstrong already had a few loyal sup-
invited! Plans for the year include several tea porters such as Paul H. DeMars, technical direc-
dances for engineers only, a Christmas Party, tor, and John Shepard III, head of the Yankee
and a couple of banquets. Incidentally, these gals Network. These men saw the tremendous po-
really went to town last summer at their picnic tentialities of :B-'Min this region where static and
at Meadowbrook. Unfortunately, they picked a interference spoil ordinary radio reception. On
day which wasn't so "hot" and rain poured down a mountain at Paxton, Mass., the Yankee Network
most of the afternoon. But they had so much built a 50-kw. transmitter, which has a broad-
fun and had so much to eat that they didn't care casting range of about one hundred miles and
much whether it rained or not! covers an area including Massachusetts, Rhode

Our hats are off to the new Tau Beta Pi initiates Island and half of New Hampshire, Vermont, and
-those who were selected last summer and Connecticut. It was estimated that eleven ordi-
initiated late in September. Those so honored nary broadcasting stations would be needed for
included the following: Honor Juniors-Ye Edi- the same service area. They have also in opera-
tor, Doug Vest; Elmer Slaughter; Bruce Geiger tion a 5000-watt transmitter on Mt. Washington
and George Dawson. Seniors who were initiated and are planning two more 50-kw. stations, one
at the same time include Warrock White, Ray for New York City and the other for Vermont.
Werner, Harry Taylor, George Roberts, Jr., Paul General Electric, Stromberg-Carlson and others
Meyer, Victor Kruass, Arthur Johnson, Robert have built transmitters ranging from 1 to 10
Hoffman, Robert Chyrchel, Frederick Burke, kilowatts in power.
Ralph Bloom, Jr., and Hans Belitz, Jack Meyer Armstrong and Shepard hope to organize an
(Editor of the Co-op Engineer last year), Melvin FM network with relays from one station to an-
Kemper and George Bailey are to be initiated other accomplished by means of radio instead
when they return to school with the second of telephone lines, which place definite limitations
section. on the quality of the transmitted program. They

After the Cincinnati-Louisville game the initi- proved that such a network is technically feasible
ates were feted with a traditional dance in their by relaying- a, program by radio nearly 300 miles
honor at the Kemper Lane hotel. Ches Wahle's from Alpine, New Jersey, and then back to Alpine
music enticed the feet of all the staid engineers again. Television· networks could be arranged
and many of the graduates back for the evening. with FM relay stations much more economically
Guests of the Ohio Beta chapter included several than by means of the expensive coaxial cable.
Tau Beta Pi members from other colleges who are FM like television has its own vicious cycle to
stuuying in the. Graduate School here. break. The public will not buy receivers until

Not to be outdone by the strenuous activities there are a sufficient number of FM programs on
of the summer section, Alpha ChiSigma recently the air to make their purchase worth while, and
staged an autumn stag party at Mt. Airy Lodge, broadcasters must have good prospects of selling
under the special paternal eye of Dick Rettig. FM programs before they will invest money in
George Pulskamp, chef supreme, showed how new transmitters and equipment. A program
hamburgers really should be cooked. Shuffie- sponsor must be assured that the FM program
board, poker, and bridge occupied the minds of will reach a reasonable portion of the public in
the more serious members, but the others (a that service area, before he will buy time on the
majority at that) indulged in a friendly song air.
contest, in which every voice was a winner. Per- Because of its many advantages FM may
haps the next few weeks will allow the members eventually replace the AM system but the change
to prepare themselves for their fall dance. will necessarily- take many years. Industry and
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the public have billions of dollars invested in The Hercules Powder Company uses furfural
standard AM equipment, which will not be im- as a solvent to change low-grade dark pine rosin
mediately discarded for any system, regardless to pale rosin suitable for use in paper-sizing and
of its superiority. Then too, the public must be soap. The rosin is dissolved in gasoline, mixed
convinced that the enjoyment gained from im- with furfural, and heated to the temperature of
proved reception is worth buying another radio miscibility. As the mixture cools it separates into
set. FM radios are now on sale at prices ranging- a layer of furfural, containing dark impurities,
from $60 for a table model to $300 for a large and a layer of purified rosin in gasoline. When
console model equipped for both AM and FM the gasoline is drawn off and evaporated, it leaves
reception. In the East, station WXBC is now a pure rosin of high quality.
"piping" its signals to Major Armstrong's trans- Another development of furfural which may
mitter at Alpine, New Jersey so that a prospec- prove important in the future employs a French
tive buyer of a FM radio might compare the two patent for making synthetic rubber. Furfural is
types. hydrogenated with a copper catalyst to give

The change to FM is a great economic under- methyl furan. Further hydrogenation over a re- .
taking that will undoubtedly occur but will not duced nickel catalyst yields tetramethyl furan,
take place overnight. which, on passing over calcined aluminum phos-

phate, splits off water and changes to piperylene.
I I Piperylene, by a process now generally in use,

polymerizes into a rubber-like compound in the
presence of sodium wire. This process may prove
important because the yield is 85<70 in the hydro-
genation process and 90<70 in the formation of
piperylene,

There is a small but steady demand for fur-
fural as a fungicide. Often whole beaches are
sprayed with it to protect swimmers from ath-
lete's foot and other fungus infections.

FUTURE USES

Despite its many uses, furfural still bulks
small in the national economy; in fact, the entire
national demand for furfural can be supplied by
the plant of the Quaker Oats Company. But the
future promises better things, perhaps national
prominence, for a product that is now only a
"gift." Should pre-fabricated houses become the
rule rather than the exception, panels of furfural-
lignin plastic might well become a popular build-
ing material, because of their strength, beauty,
cheapness, and versatility. There is also the pos-
sibility that, if our .rubber supply is cut off, syn-
thetic rubber may replace the natural product in
auto tires. If the production of furfural rubber
reaches a practical stage by that time, almost all
farm plant waste could be used to produce fur-
fural. Rubber made from furfural would have
an advantage over petroleum-born synthetic rub-
bers in that the supply of raw material is
replenished every year, whereas there is only a
limited amount of our precious petroleum
deposits.

Furfural is a chemical of great potentialities.
Watch for it in the future!
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Furfural
(Continued from Page 14)

main cause of blistering and warping; in fact,
Durite absorbs no appreciable amount of water
even after prolonged immersion. Furfural resins
are the bonding agents for abrasive wheels which
are molded to fit the part on which they work.
Such wheels save the cost and time of machining
parts. Furfural resins are used exclusively as
sealing agents in light bulbs because their low
coefficient of expansion prevents cracking. The
bases of radio tubes are often made of furfural
resin so that they will be strong enough to resist
deformation when the trade mark is branded on
them.

VERSATILE COMPOUND

Other uses of furfural consume only small
amounts of the chemical, but they do serve to
show its versatility. In the future these uses may
outstrip the others, since furfural has been an
industrial chemical for only nineteen years.
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Go West, Young Man dinner .. If we had been just one week later, we
(Continued from Page 12)· would have seen the famous Indian carnival in

. Martin said that water poured over the sides of which all the Indian tribes participate.
the Canyon in huge falls. Luckily they found Stopped for provisions at Albuquerque, our last
shelter during the worst part of the rain. Don stop at a grocery store. Shopping had gotten to
and I went to the power house to see how they be a real art With. us. We realized that the rainy
handle their peculiar problems. Because of the season was starting, for we drove through the
lack of water, the plant uses water from the sep- mountains in a torrential downpour. When it
tic tanks for the boilers. Most of the electricity rains. out here, it doesn't do it half way. Spent
is supplied by Diesel generators, while a residue the mght at an. auto court in Santa Rosa. Very
oil is 'used for the boilers. cozy and homelike,

Went to the evening program again, where an WEDNESDAY,AUGUST21.
interesting ranger gave a description of various Here we were in Santa Rosa, New Mexico, over
wild life to be found in the Canyon. The colored 1300 miles from home, and we had to be in Cin-
movie presented the various phases of Indian life, cinnati by the next night. We had to drive con-
especially their ability to weave beautiful carpets. tinuously without stopping to sleep.

The deer got into all the garbage cans at night The wheels began to wobble this morning, so
and made such a noise knocking off the lids and we had to stop in Amarillo, Texas, to have them
rolling cans that it was difficult to sleep. aligned properly. Wasted about two hours there.
MONDAY,AUGUST19.' We were mighty lucky to have this happen near a

This was the second birthday of the trip. big town.
Don's was the first Sunday and now mine today.' The Texas Panhandle is no longer a dust bowl,
Spent some time at Yavopi Point. Here at the but is a rich flat farm country. The hitchhikers
museum are nine diffe-rent telescopes, each in Oklahoma cover the roads. Whole families, half
focused on a particular geological legend. This clothed, ragged looking young men, even girls
place has provided vast stores of knowledge to the hitchhike in every direction.
geologist. Passed around Oklahoma City; ate supper in

Stopped at Desert View again on our way out Tulsa. We drove in shifts of 100 miles. The back
of the Park. We all wanted to visit Boulder Dam, of the car was fixed like a bed. Not the most com-
but it required too much time. Instead, we plan- f'ortablc place, but we could sleep. Reached St.
ned to visit the volcanic area around the San Louis in the morning.
Francisco Mountains. Cinders, cinders, and more THURSDAY,AUGUST22.
cinders. We climbed Sunset Crater and had our Went out to Lutheran College in St. Louis. The
shoes full of cinders. The base of the crater is Pastor stopped in to see some friends. At Vin-
black cinder while the top is red and yellow cennes we stopped for lunch. In the early after-
cinder-thus the name. noon the car started back-firing and finally quit

The ,wind on top of the crater was very strong. running. We were more than ten miles from the
Rain was pouring in the San Francisco Moun- nearest town. Our luck was with us again. At
tains while in the distance we could see the sun service station we found a spring had broken in
shining on the Painted Desert miles away. A the distributor box. What a relief to have the
broad green tableland stretches out to the West. car running again. Arrived home in the early
F'rom dry desolate country to br-ight green vegeta- evening.
tion in a few miles. The cost of such a trip is probably of interest
TUESDAY,AUGUST20. to any group of students who desire to travel.

Drove along the Painted Desert River and then The main items are listed:
into the Petrified Forest. The petrified wood Gasoline $69.05 Repairs $12.90
chips look so real one would think a woodsman Oil 7.39 Food 38.53
had just chopped down a tree. There are several Don, Martin, and I paid the expenses of the car
forests here, each one of which would merit a as a slight compensation for the wear and tear,
park. At the museum there are various samples while we split the cost of food four ways. In
of polished rocks which would command fancy addition, we bought our noon meal on days when
prices outside the Park. we were trying to make time; each of us spent

The Red Rocks of New Mexico, vast red cliffs $10 to $15 for these meals and other incidentals.
extending for miles, are the least advertised at- Grand total~
traction we saw'. At Gallup, New Mexico, the Three weeks of ,.pleasure and 5300 miles of
capitol of Indian country, we stopped to buy our travel for an individual cost of about $55.00.
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IT~SMIGHTY LIKE A TREE

Though it spreads across the entire nation, functions are scientific research and
the Bell Telephone System is simple in development; Western Electric ... manu-
structure. You can think of it as a tree. facturer and distributor for the system;

BRAN~DES Lo~g L~~esDepartment of A.T ',&T ....
. . . which Interconnects the operatmg CODI-

The 24. assocla~ed operatIng conl~anI~s panies and handles Long Distance and
• • • which provide telephone service In overseas telephone service.
their respective territories.

TRUNK * * *
The American Telephone and Telegraph
Company ... which coordinates system. . . .
activities, advises on telephone operation WIth common polIcIes. and Ideals, these
and searches for improved methods. Bell Sys tern companIes work as one

to give you the finest,
ROOTS friendliest telephone

Bell Telephone Laboratories ..• whose service •.. at lowest cost.
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Safe Highways
(Continued from Page 17)

engineer will have little to say about this matter.
There is evidence in various parts of the

country of an awakening to the principles out-
lined in this article, but nothing has been initiated
on a national scale. Germany, on the other hand,
has already started the construction on the first
unit of a system designed for speeds as great as
115 miles per hour.

The highway engineer is facing a tremendous
responsibility. He must have courage and vision,
for he controls billions of dollars and tens of
thousands of lives. Safety for the motorist must
be his watchword.
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equipment which gives the inside story of supposedly in-
visible happenings.

By holding transparent substances in a beam of light from a
water-cooled mercury lamp, variations caused by changes in
the index of refraction show up plainly on a screen. It's
something like seeing heat waves rise from a hot pa vemerrt
in the summer. Gases, liquids, or transparent solids cast
strange shadows, revealing characteristics unseen to the
naked eye. Although this has been done before with arc
lights, the new method has many advantages.

5U,C,D £ LAM PS The two G-E scientists identified with this accom plishmen t

DID you ever take up a newspaper and read that someone are Dr. R. P. Johnson, U. of Richmond, '29, and Dr. N. T.
committed suicide by jumping off a bridge? That's Gordon, Princeton, '13·

what high-intensity street lamps have been doing, too-not
jumping off bridges, but committing c c suicide."

Certain smooth-surface street-light reflectors reflect heat
back to the lamp filament, thus raising the filament tempera-
ture to the point of early « silicide" or burnout.

In an attempt to do something about this, G-E engineers
developed the stepped reflector. The inner surface of the
reflector is broken up into small steps in such a way that light

and heat rays reflected back from t~e steps just miss the vital P J SCAT 0 R' A L UTOP JA
lamp stem. Tests showed that, with a 50o-watt lamp, the
temperature at the lamp stem was 275 F less with the new INSE~~ .laboratories have .been air conditioned, ri~ets
reflector than with the old one. for dirigibles have been refrigerated so they can be driven

Th . h developed h d .o better, and there is even a case where telephone books have
e engIneers W 0 eve ope t e steppe renector are . .
d f h G 1El

. Tel d been cooled mechanically to speed the hardening of the glue.
gra uates 0 t e enera ectnc est ourse, open to se ecte .' . .

d f
. d . . h 1 But It was only recentl-y that the first automatic heating

gra uates 0 recognize engmeering sc 00 s. . . .installat ion designed specifically for the comfort and health
of tropical fish was put in to operation. ..

Devilfish, sharks, rays, the only porpoises in captivity, and
thousands of other unusual specimens caper gaily around in
their adopted home in the Marine Studios at Marineland, Fla.
There, in huge tanks, the pampered fish live the (C life of

CHASING SHADOWS Reilly" (the porpoises are fed by hand) in water that is not

HOW would you like to see carbon dioxide pour out of only filtered and aerated but is also held at a temperature of

a beaker and snuff out the flame of a candle, or cold 7° F.
water from floating ice flow to the bottom of a glass? By Five General Electric oil furnaces do the heating job, holding
accident two General Electric scientists recently discovered the 5oo,00o-gallon c c oceanarium" at a temperature just like
a comparatively simple way to force these and other ordinarily home for the transplanted tropical specimens.

invisible things to show themselves. At G E' Blo fi ld (N J) 1 t J . di ti.. s am e .. p an , wriere air con I toning

I t all began one day when a searchlight shining through the equipment is manufactured, is a division of the General
windows of the G-E Research Laboratory at Schenectady, Electric Test Course. Here young student engineers gain
N. Y. started the scientists on an investigation, resulting in practical experience in this branch of engineering.
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